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Preface

Revised: October 2014

The Cisco Videoscape Distribution Suite Transparent Caching (VDS TC) solution is focused on reducing 
costs and improving the quality of user experience in delivering unmanaged Internet-based content, 
including Internet video, file sharing, software distribution, mobile application downloads, and web 
browsing. VDS TC integrates highly scalable caching software with high-performance Cisco Unified 
Computing System™ (UCS) C-Series Rack Servers and B-Series Blade Servers, Cisco switches, and 
SAN storage. The VDS TC solution, combined with other Videoscape products, such as Cisco 
Videoscape Distribution Suite for Internet Streaming (VDS IS), provides a complete platform for 
optimizing managed and unmanaged content delivery.

The Cisco Videoscape Distribution Suite Transparent Caching MIB Reference Guide provides references 
to the different SNMP fields that are available in the Cisco Videoscape Distribution Suite Transparent 
Caching (VDS TC) MIB. In this guide, “incoming” refers to traffic flowing into the VDS-TC Product 
Family and “outgoing” refers to traffic flowing out of the VDS-TC Product Family.

Incoming traffic might originate either from the Internet or from subscribers. Outgoing traffic might be 
destined either for the Internet or for subscribers. Outgoing traffic includes both incoming traffic that is 
being forwarded and data that is being served from the cache.

All bandwidth statistics are specified in bits per second (bps). All packet statistics are specified in 
packets per second (pps).

Note All statistics begin at 0 from when the system comes on line (in other words, counting from system 
uptime).

Obtaining Documentation and Submitting a Service Request
For information on obtaining documentation, submitting a service request, and gathering additional 
information, see the monthly What’s New in Cisco Product Documentation, which also lists all new and 
revised Cisco technical documentation, at:

http://www.cisco.com/en/US/docs/general/whatsnew/whatsnew.html

Subscribe to the What’s New in Cisco Product Documentation as an RSS feed and set content to be 
delivered directly to your desktop using a reader application. The RSS feeds are a free service. Cisco currently 
supports RSS Version 2.0.
ix
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Cisco Videoscape Distributio
C H A P T E R 1

Cache Hit Ratio

Revised: October 2014

statistics > cacheHitRatio

Cache Requests
statistics > cacheHitRatio > cacheRequests

All elements are Read-only.

Element Description

cacheRequestsEdonkey The total number of processed eDonkey cache requests.

cacheRequestsBittorrent The total number of processed BitTorrent requests.

cacheRequestsKazaa The total number of processed Kazaa requests. Obsolete.

cacheRequestsGnutella The total number of processed Gnutella requests. 
Obsolete.

cacheRequestsAres The total number of processed Ares requests.

cacheRequestsThunder The total number of processed Thunder requests. 
Obsolete.

cacheRequestsThunderUdp The total number of processed Thunder Udp requests 
Obsolete.

cacheRequestsHttp The total number of processed HTTP requests.

cacheRequestsMove The total number of processed Move requests. Obsolete.

cacheRequestsSilverlight The total number of processed Silverlight requests.

cacheRequestsNetflx The total number of processed Netflx requests.
1-1
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Chapter 1      Cache Hit Ratio
  Cache Requests
Cache Requests Protocol State
statistics > cacheHitRatio > cacheRequests > cacheRequestsProtocolState 

All elements are Read-only.

cacheRequestsWebCache The total number of processed Web requests.

cacheRequestsBittorrentUtp The total number of processed BitTorrentUTP requests.

cacheRequestsInspect The total number of processed requests at a decision 
point (hit or miss).

Element Description

Element Tree Description

cacheRequestsEdonkeyInspect cacheHitRatio> cacheReq-
uestsprotocolState> cach-
eRequestsEdonkeyState

The total number of 
processed decisions (served 
from cache or not) to under-
take for eDonkey protocol 
requests.

cacheRequestsBittorrentInspect cacheHitRatio> cacheReq-
uestsprotocolState> cach-
eRequestsBittorrentState

The total number of 
processed decisions (served 
from cache or not) to under-
take for BitTorrent protocol 
requests.

cacheRequestsKazaaInspect cacheHitRatio> cacheReq-
uestsprotocolState> cach-
eRequestsKazaaState

The total number of 
processed decisions (served 
from cache or not) to under-
take for Kazaa protocol 
requests.
Obsolete.

cacheRequestsGnutellaInspect cacheHitRatio> cacheReq-
uestsprotocolState> cach-
eRequestsGnutellaState

The total number of 
processed decisions (served 
from cache or not) to under-
take for Gnutella protocol 
requests.
Obsolete.

cacheRequestsAresInspect cacheHitRatio> cacheReq-
uestsprotocolState> cach-
eRequestsAresState

The total number of 
processed decisions (served 
from cache or not) to under-
take for Ares protocol 
requests.
1-2
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Chapter 1      Cache Hit Ratio
  Cache Requests
cacheRequestsThunderInspect cacheHitRatio> cacheReq-
uestsprotocolState> cach-
eRequestsThunderUdpState

The total number of 
processed decisions (served 
from cache or not) to under-
take for Thunder Inspect 
protocol requests. Obsolete.

cacheRequestsThunderUdpIn-
spect

cacheHitRatio> cacheReq-
uestsprotocolState> cach-
eRequestsThunderState

The total number of 
processed decisions (served 
from cache or not) to under-
take for ThunderUdp 
protocol requests. Obsolete.

cacheRequestsHttpInspect cacheHitRatio> cacheReq-
uestsprotocolState> cach-
eRequestsHttpState

The total number of 
processed decisions (served 
from cache or not) to under-
take for HTTP protocol 
requests

cacheRequestsMoveInspect cacheHitRatio> cacheReq-
uestsprotocolState>cach-
eRequestsMoveState

The total number of 
processed decisions (served 
from cache or not) to under-
take for Move protocol 
requests.
Obsolete.

cacheRequestsSilverlightIn-
spect

cacheHitRatio> cacheReq-
uestsprotocolState>cach-
eRequestsSilverlightState

The total number of 
processed decisions (served 
from cache or not) to under-
take for Silverlight protocol 
requests.

cacheRequestsNetflxInspect cacheHitRatio> cacheReq-
uestsprotocolState> cach-
eRequestsNetflxState

The total number of 
processed decisions (served 
from cache or not) to under-
take for Netflx protocol 
requests.

cacheRequestsWebCacheIn-
spect

cacheHitRatio> cacheReq-
uestsprotocolState> cach-
eRequestsWebCacheState

The total number of 
processed decisions (served 
from cache or not) to under-
take for Web protocol 
requests.

cacheRequestsBittorrentUtpIn-
spect

cacheHitRatio> cacheReq-
uestsprotocolState> cach-
eRequestsBittorentUtpState

The total number of 
processed decisions (served 
from cache or not) to under-
take for BitTorrent protocol 
requests.

Element Tree Description
1-3
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Chapter 1      Cache Hit Ratio
  Cache Requests
Cache Requests In Bytes
statistics > cacheHitRatio > cacheRequestsInBytes

All elements are Read-only.

Element Description

cacheBytesRequestedEdonkey The total number of bytes in processed eDonkey protocol 
requests.

cacheBytesRequestedBittorrent The total number of bytes in processed BitTorrent 
protocol requests.

cacheBytesRequestedKazaa The total number of bytes in processed Kazaa protocol 
requests. Obsolete.

cacheBytesRequestedGnutella The total number of bytes in processed Gnutella protocol 
requests. Obsolete.

cacheBytesRequestedAres The total number of bytes in processed Ares protocol 
requests.

cacheBytesRequestedThunder The total number of bytes in processed Thunder protocol 
requests. Obsolete.

cacheBytesRequestedThundeUdpr The total number of bytes in processed ThunderUdp 
protocol requests. Obsolete.

cacheBytesRequestedHttp The total number of bytes in processed HTTP protocol 
requests.

cacheBytesRequestedMove The total number of bytes in processed Move protocol 
requests. Obsolete.

cacheBytesRequestedSilverlight The total number of bytes in processed Silverlight 
protocol requests. Obsolete.

cacheBytesRequestedNetflx The total number of bytes in processed Netflx protocol 
requests. Obsolete.

cacheBytesRequestedWebCache The total number of bytes in a processed Web protocol 
requests. Obsolete.

cacheBytesRequestedBittorrentUtp The total number of bytes in a processed BitTorrent 
protocol requests. 
1-4
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  Cache Requests
Cache Requests Hits
statistics > cacheHitRatio > cacheRequestsHits

All elements are Read-only.

Element Description

cacheRequestsHitsEdonkey The total number of requests for eDonkey protocol 
served from the cache.

cacheRequestsHitsBittorrent The total number of requests for BitTorrent protocol 
served from the cache.

cacheRequestsHitsKazaa The total number of requests for Kazaa protocol served 
from the cache. Obsolete.

cacheRequestsHitsGnutella The total number of requests for Gnutella protocol served 
from the cache. The total number of bytes in processed 
Move protocol requests. Obsolete.

cacheRequestsHitsAres The total number of requests for Ares protocol served 
from the cache

cacheRequestsHitsThunder The total number of requests for Thunder protocol served 
from the cache. Obsolete.

cacheRequestsHitsThunderUdp The total number of requests for ThunderUdp protocol 
served from the cache. Obsolete.

cacheRequestsHitsHttp The total number of requests for HTTP protocol served 
from the cache.

cacheBytesRequestedHitsMove The total number of requests for Move protocol served 
from the cache. Obsolete.

cacheBytesRequestedHitsSilver-
light

The total number of requests for Silverlight protocol 
served from the cache.

cacheBytesRequestedHitsNetflx The total number of requests for Netflx protocol served 
from the cache.

cacheBytesRequestedHitsWeb-
Cache

The total number of requests for Web protocol served 
from the cache.

cacheBytesRequestedHitsBittorren-
tUtp

The total number of requests for BitTorrent protocol 
served from the cache.

cacheRequestsHitsInspect The total number of requests for Hits protocol served 
from the cache.
1-5
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Chapter 1      Cache Hit Ratio
  Cache Requests
Cache Requests Hits Protocol State
statistics > cacheHitRatio > cacheRequestsHits > cacheRequestsHitsProtocolState

All elements are Read-only.

Element Tree Description

cacheRequestsHitsEdonkeyIn-
spect

cacheRequestsHits>
cacheRequestsHitsProtocolstate>
cacheRequestsHitsEdonkeyState

The total number of 
hits for eDonkey 
protocol requests

cacheRequestsHitsBittorrentIn-
spect

cacheRequestsHits>
cacheRequests HitsProtocolState>
cacheRequestsHitsBittorentState

The total number of 
hits for BitTorrent 
protocol requests.

cacheRequestsHitsKazaaInspect cacheRequestsHits>
cacheRequests HitsProtocolState>
cacheRequestsHitsKazaaState

The total number of 
hits for Kazaa 
protocol requests. 
Obsolete.

cacheRequestsHitsGnutellaIn-
spect

cacheRequestsHits>
cacheRequests HitsProtocolState>
cacheRequestsGnutella State

The total number of 
hits for Gnutella 
protocol requests.
Obsolete.

cacheRequestsHitsAresInspect cacheRequestsHits>
cacheRequests HitsProtocolState>
cacheRequestsHitsAresState

The total number of 
hits for Ares protocol 
requests

cacheRequestsHitsThunderIn-
spect

cacheRequestsHits>cacheRequests 
HitsProtocolState>cacheRequest-
sHitsThunderState

The total number of 
hits for Thunder 
protocol requests. 
Obsolete.

cacheRequestsHitsThunderUd-
pInspect

cacheRequestsHits>
cacheRequestsHitsProtocolState>
cacheRequestsHitsThunderUdp-
State

The total number of 
hits for ThunderUdp 
protocol requests. 
Obsolete.

cacheRequestsHitsHttpInspect cacheRequestsHits>
cacheRequestsHitsProtocolState>
cacheRequests

The total number of 
hits for HTTP 
protocol requests

cacheRequestsHitsMoveInspect cacheRequestsHits>
cacheRequestsHitsProtocolState>
cacheRequestsHitsMoveState

The total number of 
hits for Move 
protocol requests

cacheRequestsHitsSilverlightIn-
spect

cacheRequestsHits>
cacheRequestsHitsProtocolState>
cacheRequestsHitsSilverlightState

The total number of 
hits for Silverlight 
protocol requests
1-6
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  Cache Requests
Cache Requests Hits In Bytes
statistics > cacheHitRatio > cacheRequestsHitsInBytes

All elements are Read-only.

cacheRequestsHitsNetflxIn-
spect

cacheRequestsHits>
cacheRequestsHitsProtocolState>
cacheRequestsHitsNetflxState

The total number of 
hits for Netflx 
protocol requests

cacheRequestsHitsWeb-
CacheInspect

cacheRequestsHits>
cacheRequestsHitsProtocolState>
cacheRequestsHitsWebCacheState

The total number of 
hits for WebCache 
protocol requests

cacheRequestsHitsBittorrentUt-
pInspect

cacheRequestsHits>
cacheRequestsHitsProtocolState>
cacheRequestsHitsBittorrentUtp-
State

The total number of 
hits for BiTtorrent 
protocol requests

Element Tree Description

Element Description

cacheBytesHitsEdonkey The total number of bytes in eDonkey packets served 
from the cache.

cacheBytesHitsBittorrent The total number of bytes in BitTorrent packets served 
from the cache.

cacheBytesHitsKazaa The total number of bytes in Kazaa packets served from 
the cache. Obsolete.

cacheBytesHitsGnutella The total number of bytes in Gnutella packets served 
from the cache. Obsolete.

cacheBytesHitsAres The total number of bytes in Ares packets served from 
the cache

cacheBytesHitsThunder The total number of bytes in Ares packets served from 
the cache. Obsolete.

cacheBytesHitsThunderUdp The total number of bytes in Ares packets served from 
the cache. Obsolete.

cacheBytesHitsHttp The total number of bytes in HTTP packets served from 
the cache. 

cacheBytesHitsMove The total number of bytes in Move packets served from 
the cache. Obsolete.

cacheBytesHitsSilverlight The total number of bytes in Silverlight packets served 
from the cache
1-7
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  Cache Requests
Requests Hit Ratio
statistics > cacheHitRatio > requestsHitRatio

All elements are Read-only.

cacheBytesHitsNetflx The total number of bytes in Netflx packets served from 
the cache

cacheBytesHitsWebCache The total number of bytes in WebCache packets served 
from the cache

cacheBytesHitsBittorrentUtp The total number of bytes in BitTorrent packets served 
from the cache

Element Description

Element Description

cacheRequestsEdonkeyHitRatio The ratio of the total number of eDonkey requests served 

from the cache over the total number of eDonkey 

requests.

cacheRequestsBittorrentHitRatio The ratio of the total number of BitTorrent requests 

served from the cache over the total of incoming or 

BitTorrent requests

cacheRequestsKazaaHitRatio The ratio of the total number of Kazaa requests served 

from the cache over the total number of Kazaa requests. 

Obsolete.

cacheRequestsGnutellaHitRatio The ratio of the total number of Gnutella requests served 

from the cache over the total number of Gnutella 

requests. Obsolete.

cacheRequestsAresHitRatio The ratio of the total number of Ares requests served 

from the cache over the total number of Ares requests. 

cacheRequestsThunderHitRatio The ratio of the total number of Thunder requests served 
from the cache over the total number of Thunder 
requests. Obsolete.

cacheRequestsThunderUdpHi-
tRatio

The ratio of the total number of ThunderUdp requests 
served from the cache over the total number of Thun-
derUdp requests. Obsolete.

cacheRequestsHttpHitRatio The ratio of the total number of Http requests served 
from the cache over the total number of Http requests

cacheRequestsMoveHitRatio The ratio of the total number of Move requests served 
from the cache over the total number of Move requests. 
Obsolete.
1-8
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  Cache Requests
requestsHitsRatioProtocolState

statistics > cacheHitRatio > requestsHitRatio > requestsHitsRatioProtocolState

All elements are Read-only.

cacheRequestsSilverlightHitRatio The ratio of the total number of Silverlight requests 
served from the cache over the total number of Silver-
light requests. 

cacheRequestsNetflxHitRatio The ratio of the total number of Netflx requests served 
from the cache over the total number of Netflx requests. 

cacheRequestsWebCacheHitRatio The ratio of the total number of WebCache requests 
served from the cache over the total number of 
WebCache requests. 

cacheRequestsBittorrentUtpHi-
tRatio

The ratio of the total number of BitTorrentUtp requests 
served from the cache over the total number of BitTor-
rentUtp requests. 

firstCacheRequestsHitRatio The ratio of the total number of requests at a decision 
point which were served from the cache over the total 
number of requests at a decision point

Element Description

Element Description

cacheRequestsHitsRatioEdon-
keyInspect

cacheHitRatio
>requestsHitRatio
>requestsHitsRatioProtocolState
>cacheRequestsHitsRatioEdon
keyInspect

The ratio of the total 
number of eDonkey 
requests at a decision point 
which were served from the 
cache over the total number 
of eDonkey requests at a 
decision point.

cacheRequestsHitsRatioBittor-
rentInspect

cacheHitRatio>
requestsHit Ratio>
requestsHitsRatioProtocolState>
cacheRequestsHitsRatioBit-
TorrentInspect

The ratio of the total 
number of BitTorrent 
requests at a decision point 
which were served from the 
cache over the total number 
of BitTorrent requests at a 
decision point.
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Chapter 1      Cache Hit Ratio
  Cache Requests
cacheRequestsHitsRatioKazaa-
Inspect

cacheHitRatio>
requestsHitRatio>
requestsHitsRatioProtocolState>
cacheRequestsHitsRatioKa-
zaaInspect

The ratio of the total 
number of Kazaa requests 
at a decision point which 
were served from the cache 
over the total number of 
Kazaa requests at a decision 
point. 
Obsolete.

cacheRequestsHitsRatioGnute-
llaInspect

cacheHitRatio>
requestsHitRatio>
requestsHitsRatioProtocolState>
cacheRequestsHitsRatioG-
nutellaInspect

The ratio of the total 
number of Gnutella 
requests at a decision point 
which were served from the 
cache over the total number 
of Gnutella requests at a 
decision point. Obsolete.

cacheRequestsHitsRatioAres-
Inspect

cacheHitRatio>
requestsHitRatio>
requestsHitsRatioProtocolState>
cacheRequestsHitsRatioAres-
Inspect

The ratio of the total 
number of Ares requests at 
a decision point which were 
served from the cache over 
the total number of Ares 
requests at a decision point. 

cacheRequestsHitsRatioThun-
derInspect

cacheHitRatio>
requestsHitRatio>
requestsHitsRatioProtocolState>
cacheRequestsHitsRatioThun-
derInspect

The ratio of the total 
number of Thunder requests 
at a decision point which 
were served from the cache 
over the total number of 
Thunder requests at a deci-
sion point.

cacheRequestsHitsRatioThun-
derUdpInspect

cacheHitRatio>
requestsHitRatio>
requestsHitsRatioProtocolState>
cacheRequestsHitsRatioThun-
derUdpInspect

The ratio of the total 
number of ThunderUdp 
requests at a decision point 
which were served from the 
cache over the total number 
of ThunderUdp requests at 
a decision point. Obsolete.

cacheRequestsHitsRatioHttpIn-
spect

cacheHitRatio>
requestsHitRatio>
requestsHitsRatioProtocolState>
cacheRequestsHitsRa-
tioHttpInspect

The ratio of the total 
number of Http requests at a 
decision point which were 
served from the cache over 
the total number of Http 
requests at a decision point. 
Obsolete.

Element Description
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  Cache Requests
cacheRequestsHitsRatio-
MoveInspect

cacheHitRatio>
requestsHitRatio>
requestsHitsRatioProtocolState>
cacheRequestsHitsRatioBit-
TorrentInspect

The ratio of the total 
number of Move requests at 
a decision point which were 
served from the cache over 
the total number of Move 
requests at a decision point. 
Obsolete.

cacheRequestsHitsRatioSilver-
lightInspect

cacheHitRatio>
requestsHitRatio>
requestsHitsRatioProtocolState>
cacheRequestsHitsRatioBit-
TorrentInspect

The ratio of the total 
number of Silverlight 
requests at a decision point 
which were served from the 
cache over the total number 
of Silverlight requests at a 
decision point.

cacheRequestsHitsRatioNetflx-
Inspect

cacheHitRatio>
requestsHitRatio>
requestsHitsRatioProtocolState>
cacheRequestsHitsRatioNet-
flxInspect

The ratio of the total 
number of Netflx requests 
at a decision point which 
were served from the cache 
over the total number of 
Netflx requests at a decision 
point.

cacheRequestsHitsRatioWeb-
CacheInspect

cacheHitRatio>
requestsHitRatio>
requestsHitsRatioProtocolState>
cacheRequestHitsRatioWeb-
CacheInspect

The ratio of the total 
number of Web Cache 
requests at a decision point 
which were served from the 
cache over the total number 
of Web Cache requests at a 
decision point.

cacheRequestsHitsRatioBittor-
rentUtpInspect

cacheHitRatio>
requestsHit Ratio>
requestsHitsRatioProtocolState>
cacheRequestsHitsRatioBittor-
rentUtpInspect

The ratio of the total 
number of BittorentUtp 
requests at a decision point 
which were served from the 
cache over the total number 
of BittorentUtp requests at a 
decision point.

Element Description
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  Cache Requests
Bytes Hit Ratio
statistics > cacheHitRatio > bytesHitRatio

All elements are Read-only.

Element Description

bytesRequestedEdonkeyHitRatio The ratio of the total number of bytes in eDonkey packets 
served from the cache over the total number of bytes in 
subscribers-bound eDonkey packets

bytesRequestedBittorrentHitRatio The ratio of the total number of bytes in BitTorrent 
packets served from the cache over the total of bytes in 
subscribers-bound BitTorrent packets

bytesRequestedKazaaHitRatio The ratio of the total number of bytes in Kazaa packets 
served from the cache over the total of bytes in 
subscriber-bound Kazaa packets. Obsolete.

bytesRequestedGnutellaHitRatio The ratio of the total number of bytes in Gnutella packets 
served from the cache over the total of bytes in 
subscribers-bound Gnutella packets. Obsolete.

bytesRequestedAresHitRatio The ratio of the total number of bytes in Ares packets 
served from the cache over the total number of bytes in 
subscribers-bound Ares packets.

bytesRequestedThunderHitRatio The ratio of the total number of bytes in Thunder packets 
served from the cache over the total number of bytes in 
subscribers-bound Thunder packets. Obsolete.

bytesRequestedThunderUdpHi-
tRatio

The ratio of the total number of bytes in ThunderUDP 
packets served from the cache over the total number of 
bytes in subscribers-bound Thunder packets. Obsolete.

bytesRequestedHttpHitRatio The ratio of the total number of bytes in Http packets 
served from the cache over the total number of bytes in 
subscribers-bound Http packets.

bytesRequestedMoveHitRatio The ratio of the total number of bytes in Move packets 
served from the cache over the total number of bytes in 
subscribers-bound Move packets. Obsolete.

bytesRequestedSilverlightHitRatio The ratio of the total number of bytes in Silverlight 
packets served from the cache over the total number of 
bytes in subscribers-bound Silverlight packets.
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  Cache Requests
bytesRequestedNetflxHitRatio The ratio of the total number of bytes in Netflx packets 
served from the cache over the total number of bytes in 
subscribers-bound Netflx packets.

bytesRequestedWebCacheHitRatio The ratio of the total number of bytes in WebCache Hit 
Ratio packets served from the cache over the total 
number of bytes in subscribers-bound Web Cache 
packets.

bytesRequestedBittorrentUtpHi-
tRatio

The ratio of the total number of bytes in BitTorrentUtp 
packets served from the cache over the total number of 
bytes in subscribers-bound BitTorrentUtd packets.

Element Description
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Cisco Videoscape Distributio
C H A P T E R 2

Network Traffic Statistics

Revised: October 2014

statistics > networkTraffic

Incoming Traffic Bytes
statistics > networkTraffic > incomingTrafficBytes

All elements are Read-only.

Element Description

incomingTrafficEdonkey Incoming eDonkey bandwidth

incomingTrafficBittorrent Incoming BitTorrent bandwidth.

incomingTrafficKazaa Incoming Kazaa bandwidth. Obsolete.

incomingTrafficGnutella Incoming Gnutella bandwidth. Obsolete.

incomingTrafficAres Incoming Ares bandwidth.

incomingTrafficThunder Incoming Thunder bandwidth. Obsolete.

incomingTrafficThunderUdp Incoming Thunder UDP bandwidth. Obsolete.

incomingTrafficHttp Incoming HTTP bandwidth.

incomingTrafficNonp2p Incoming Non-P2P bandwidth.

incomingTrafficOther Incoming unclassified bandwidth.

incomingTrafficMove Incoming Move bandwidth. Obsolete.

incomingTrafficSilverlight Incoming Silverlight bandwidth.

incomingTrafficNetflx Incoming Netflx bandwidth.

incomingTrafficWebCache Incoming Webcache bandwidth.

incomingTrafficBittorrentUtp Incoming BitTorentUDTP bandwidth.
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Chapter 2      Network Traffic Statistics
  Incoming Traffic Bytes
Incoming Traffic Bytes Protocol Direction 

incomingTrafficBytesEdonkeyDirection

statistics > networkTraffic > incomingTrafficBytes > incomingTrafficBytesProtocolDirection 
> incomingTrafficBytesEdonkeyDirection

All elements are Read-only.

incomingTrafficInspect The incoming bandwidth subjected to traffic inspection.

incomingTrafficCacheIn The incoming bandwidth that is being stored to cache.

incomingTrafficCacheout The incoming bandwidth of incoming requests or 
acknowledgments for outbound cache traffic.

incomingTrafficForward The incoming transparently forwarded traffic.

incomingTrafficAppOther The incoming other bandwidth.

Note The sum of the above thirteen statistics should equal the sum of the following three 
statistics.

incomingTrafficW2I The incoming subscribers-bound bandwidth.

incomingTrafficI2W The incoming world-bound bandwidth.

incomingTrafficDirectionUnknown The incoming bandwidth of undetermined direction. No 
P2P data is associated with these packets. Inspection 
continues until their destination is determined.

incomingTrafficP2PW2I The incoming Peer-to-Peer subscribers-bound band-
width. 

incomingTrafficP2PI2W The incoming Peer-to-Peer world-bound bandwidth. 

Element Description

Element Description

incomingTrafficEdonkeyW2I The total number of incoming eDonkey packets origi-
nating from the world and destined for local systems.

incomingTrafficEdonkeyI2W The total number of incoming eDonkey packets origi-
nating from local systems and destined for the world.

incomingTrafficEdonkeyUnknown The total number of incoming eDonkey packets with 
unknown destination. No P2P data is associated with 
these packets. Inspection continues until their destination 
is determined.
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  Incoming Traffic Bytes
IncomingTrafficBytesBitTorrentDirection 

statistics > networkTraffic > incomingTrafficBytes > 
incomingTrafficBytesProtocolDirection > IncomingTrafficBytesBitTorrentDirectiont

All elements are Read-only.

IncomingTrafficBytesKazaaDirection

statistics > networkTraffic > incomingTrafficBytes > incomingTrafficBytesProtocolDirection 
> incomingTrafficBytesKazaaDirection

All elements are Read-only.

IncomingTrafficBytesGnutellaDirection 

statistics > networkTraffic > incomingTrafficBytes > incomingTrafficBytesProtocolDirection 
> incomingTrafficBytesGnutellaDirection
All elements are Read-only.

Element Description

incomingTrafficBittorrentW2I The total number of incoming BitTorrent packets origi-
nating from the world and destined for local systems

incomingTrafficBittorrentI2W The total number of incoming BitTorrent packets origi-
nating from local systems and destined for the world

incomingTrafficBittorrentUnknown The total number of incoming BitTorrent packets with 
unknown destination. No P2P data is associated with 
these packets. Inspection continues until their destination 
is determined.

Element Description

incomingTrafficKazaaW2I The total number of incoming Kazaa packets originating 
from the world and destined for local systems. Obsolete.

incomingTrafficKazaaI2W The total number of incoming Kazaa packets originating 
from local systems and destined for the world. Obsolete.

incomingTrafficKazaaUnknown The total number of incoming Kazaa packets with 
unknown destination. No P2P data is associated with 
these packets. Inspection continues until their destination 
is determined. Obsolete.
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  Incoming Traffic Bytes
incomingTrafficBytesAresDirection 

statistics > networkTraffic > incomingTrafficPackets > 
incomingTrafficPacketsProtocolDirection > incomingTrafficPacketsAresDirection

All elements are Read-only.

incomingTrafficBytesThunderDirection

statistics > networkTraffic > incomingTrafficBytes > incomingTrafficBytesProtocolDirection 
> incomingTrafficBytesThunderDirection

All elements are read-only.

Element Description

incomingTrafficGnutellaW2I The total number of incoming Gnutella packets origi-
nating from the world and destined for local systems. 
Obsolete.

incomingTrafficGnutellaI2W The total number of incoming Gnutella packets origi-
nating from local systems and destined for the world. 
Obsolete.

incomingTrafficGnutellaUnknown The total number of incoming Gnutella packets with 
unknown destination. No P2P data is associated with 
these packets. Inspection continues until their destination 
is determined. Obsolete.

Element Description

incomingTrafficAresW2I The total number of incoming Ares packets originating 
from the world and destined for local systems.

incomingTrafficAresI2W The total number of incoming Ares packets originating 
from local systems and destined for the world.

incomingTrafficAresUnknown The total number of incoming Ares packets with 
unknown destination. No P2P data is associated with 
these packets. Inspection continues until their destination 
is determined.
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  Incoming Traffic Bytes
incomingTrafficBytesThunderUdpDirection

statistics > networkTraffic > incomingTrafficBytes > incomingTrafficBytesProtocolDirection 
> incomingTrafficBytesThunderUdpDirection

All elements are Read-only.

incomingTrafficBytesHTTPDirection 

statistics > networkTraffic > incomingTrafficPackets > 
incomingTrafficBytesProtocolDirection > incomingTrafficBytesHttpDirection

All elements are Read-only.

Element Description

incomingTrafficThunderW2I The total number of incoming Thunder packets origi-
nating from the world and destined for local systems. 
Obsolete.

incomingTrafficThunderI2W The total number of incoming Thunder packets origi-
nating from local systems and destined for the world. 
Obsolete.

incomingTrafficThunderUnknown The total number of incoming Thunder packets with 
unknown destination. No P2P data is associated with 
these packets. Inspection continues until their destination 
is determined. Obsolete.

Element Description

incomingTrafficThunderUdpW2I The total number of incoming ThunderUdp packets orig-
inating from the world and destined for local systems. 
Obsolete.

incomingTrafficThunderUdpI2W The total number of incoming ThunderUdp packets orig-
inating from local systems and destined for the world. 
Obsolete.

incomingTrafficThunderUdpUn-
known

The total number of incoming ThunderUdp packets with 
unknown destination. No ThunderUdp data is associated 
with these packets. Inspection continues until their desti-
nation is determined. Obsolete.
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  Incoming Traffic Bytes
incomingTrafficBytesNonP2PDirection

statistics > networkTraffic > incomingTrafficPackets > 
incomingTrafficBytesProtocolDirection > incomingTrafficPacketsNonP2PDirection

All elements are Read-only.

incomingTrafficBytesOtherDirection 

statistics > networkTraffic > incomingTrafficPackets > 
incomingTrafficPacketsProtocolDirection > incomingTrafficPacketsOtherDirection

All elements are Read-only.

Element Description

incomingTrafficHttpW2I The total number of incoming Http packets originating 
from the world and destined for local systems.

incomingTrafficHttpI2W The total number of incoming Http packets originating 
from local systems and destined for the world.

incomingTrafficHttpUnknown The total number of incoming Http packets with 
unknown destination. No P2P data is associated with 
these packets. Inspection continues until their destination 
is determined.

Element Description

incomingTrafficNonP2PW2I The total number of incoming non-P2P packets origi-
nating from the world and destined for local systems.

incomingTrafficNonP2PI2W The total number of incoming non-P2P packets origi-
nating from local systems and destined for the world.

incomingTrafficNonP2PUnknown The total number of incoming non-P2P packets with 
unknown destination.

Element Description

incomingTrafficOtherW2I The total number of incoming unclassified packets origi-
nating from the world and destined for local systems.

incomingTrafficOtherI2W The total number of incoming unclassified packets origi-
nating from local systems and destined for the world.

incomingTrafficOtherUnknown The total number of incoming unclassified packets with 
unknown destination.
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  Incoming Traffic Bytes
incomingTrafficBytesMoveDirection

statistics > networkTraffic > incomingTrafficPackets > 
incomingTrafficBytesProtocolDirection > incomingTrafficPacketsMoveDirection

All elements are Read-only.

incomingTrafficBytesSilverlightDirection

statistics > networkTraffic > incomingTrafficPackets > 
incomingTrafficBytesProtocolDirection > incomingTrafficPacketsSilverlightDirection

All elements are Read-only.

incomingTrafficBytesNetflxDirection

statistics > networkTraffic > incomingTrafficPackets > 
incomingTrafficPacketsProtocolDirection > incomingTrafficPacketsNetflxDirection

All elements are Read-only.

Element Description

incomingTrafficMoveW2I The total number of incoming move packets originating 
from the world and destined for local systems. Obsolete

incomingTrafficMoveI2W The total number of incoming move packets originating 
from local systems and destined for the world. Obsolete

incomingTrafficMoveUnknown The total number of incoming move packets with 
unknown destination. Obsolete

Element Description

incomingTrafficSilverlightW2I The total number of incoming Silverlight packets origi-
nating from the world and destined for local systems. 

incomingTrafficSilverlightI2W The total number of incoming Silverlight packets origi-
nating from local systems and destined for the world. 

incomingTrafficSilverlightUn-
known

The total number of incoming Silverlight packets with 
unknown destination. 

Element Description

incomingTrafficNetflxW2I The incoming Netflix subscribers-bound bandwidth.

incomingTrafficNetflxI2W The incoming Netflix world-bound bandwidth.

incomingTrafficNetflxUnknown The incoming Netflix bandwidth of unknown destina-
tion. No P2P data is associated with these packets. 
Inspection continues until their destination is determined.
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  Incoming Traffic Packets
incomingTrafficBytesWebCacheDirection

statistics > networkTraffic > incomingTrafficPackets > 
incomingTrafficBytesProtocolDirection > incomingTrafficPacketsWebCacheDirection

All elements are Read-only.

incomingTrafficBytesBittorrentUtpDirection
statistics > networkTraffic > incomingTrafficPackets > 
incomingTrafficBytesProtocolDirection > incomingTrafficPacketsBittorentUtpDirection

All elements are Read-only.

Incoming Traffic Packets
statistics > networkTraffic > incomingTrafficPackets > 

All elements are Read-only.

Element Description

incomingTrafficWebCacheW2I The incoming Web Cache bandwidth.

incomingTrafficWebCacheI2W The incoming Web Cache bandwidth.

incomingTrafficWebCacheUn-
known

The incoming Web Cache bandwidth of unknown desti-
nation. No Web Cache data is associated with these 
packets. Inspection continues until their destination is 
determined.

Element Description

incomingTrafficBittorrentUtpW2I The incoming BitTorrent bandwidth.

incomingTrafficBittorrentUtpI2W The incoming BitTorrent bandwidth.

incomingTrafficBittorrentUtpUn-
known

The incoming BitTorrent bandwidth of unknown destina-
tion. No BitTorrent data is associated with these packets. 
Inspection continues until their destination is determined.
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  Incoming Traffic Packets
Element Description

incomingPacketsEdonkey The total number of incoming eDonkey packets

incomingPacketsBittorrent The total number of incoming BitTorrent packets.

incomingPacketsKazaa The total number of incoming Kazaa packets. Obsolete.

incomingPacketsGnutella The total number of incoming Gnutella packets. Obso-
lete.

incomingPacketsAres The total number of incoming Ares packets.

incomingPacketsThunder The total number of incoming Thunder packets Obsolete.

incomingPacketsThunderUdp The total number of incoming Ares ThunderUdp packets 
Obsolete.

incomingPacketsHttp The total number of incoming Http packets. 

incomingPacketsNonP2P The total number of incoming non-P2P packets.

incomingPacketsOther The total number of incoming unclassified packets.

Note: The sum of the above eight statistics should equal the sum of the following five statistics.

incomingPacketsMove The total number of incoming Move packets Obsolete.

incomingPacketsSilverlight The total number of incoming Silverlight packets. 

incomingPacketsNetflx The total number of incoming Netflx packets.

incomingPacketsWebCache The total number of incoming WebCache packets.

incomingPacketsBittorrentUtp The total number of incoming BitTorrent packets. 

incomingPacketsInspect The total number of incoming traffic-inspection packets 
for any protocol.

incomingPacketsCacheIn The total number of incoming data packets that will be 
cached for any protocol

incomingPacketsCacheout The total number of incoming requests or acknowledg-
ments for outgoing data packets for any protocol.

incomingPacketsForward The total number of incoming data packets that will not 
be cached for any protocol.

incomingPacketsAppOther The total number of all other incoming packets for any 
protocol.

Note: The sum of the above five statistics should equal the sum of the following three statistics.
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  Incoming Traffic Packets
Incoming Traffic Packets Protocol Direction

incomingTrafficPacketsEdonkeyDirection

statistics > networkTraffic > incomingTrafficPackets > 
incomingTrafficBytesProtocolDirection > incomingTrafficPacketsEdonkeyDirection

All elements are Read-only.

incomingTrafficPacketsBittorrentDirection

statistics > networkTraffic > incomingTrafficPackets > 
incomingTrafficBytesProtocolDirection > incomingTrafficPacketsBittorentDirection

All elements are Read-only.

incomingPacketsW2I The total number of incoming packets originating from 
the world and destined for local systems.

incomingPacketsI2W The total number of incoming packets originating from 
local systems and destined for the world.

incomingPacketsDirectionUn-
known

The total number of incoming packets with unknown 
destination. No P2P data is associated with these packets. 
Inspection continues until their destination is determined.

Element Description

Element Description

incomingPacketsEdonkeyW2I The incoming EdonkeyDirection bandwidth.

incomingPacketsEdonkeyI2W The incoming EdonkeyDirection bandwidth.

incomingPacketsEdonkeyUnknown The incoming EdonkeyDirection bandwidth of unknown 
destination. No EdonkeyDirection data is associated with 
these packets. Inspection continues until their destination 
is determined.

Element Description

incomingPacketsBittorrentW2I The incoming BitTorrent bandwidth.

incomingPacketsBittorrentI2W The incoming BitTorrent bandwidth.

incomingPacketsBittorrentUn-
known

The incoming BitTorrent bandwidth of unknown destina-
tion. No Bit torrent data is associated with these packets. 
Inspection continues until their destination is determined.
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  Incoming Traffic Packets
incomingTrafficPacketsKazaaDirection

statistics > networkTraffic > incomingTrafficPackets > 
incomingTrafficBytesProtocolDirection > incomingTrafficPacketsKazaaDirection

All elements are Read-only.

incomingTrafficPacketsGnutellaDirection

statistics > networkTraffic > incomingTrafficPackets > 
incomingTrafficBytesProtocolDirection > incomingTrafficPacketsGnutellaDirection

All elements are Read-only.

incomingTrafficPacketsAresDirection

statistics > networkTraffic > incomingTrafficPackets > 
incomingTrafficBytesProtocolDirection > incomingTrafficPacketsAresDirection

All elements are Read-only.

Element Description

incomingPacketsKazaaW2I The incoming KazaaDirection bandwidth. Obsolete.

incomingPacketsKazaaI2W The incoming KazaaDirection bandwidth. Obsolete.

incomingPacketsKazaaUnknown The incoming KazaaDirection bandwidth of unknown 
destination. No KazaaDirection data is associated with 
these packets. Inspection continues until their destination 
is determined. Obsolete.

Element Description

incomingPacketsGnutellaW2I The incoming GnutellaDirection bandwidth. Obsolete.

incomingPacketsGnutellaI2W The incoming GnutellaDirection bandwidth. Obsolete.

incomingPacketsGnutellaUnknown The incoming GnutellaDirection bandwidth of unknown 
destination. No GnutellaDirection data is associated with 
these packets. Inspection continues until their destination 
is determined. Obsolete.

Element Description

incomingPacketsAresW2I The incoming AresDirection bandwidth.

incomingPacketsAresI2W The incoming AresDirection bandwidth.

incomingPacketsAresUnknown The incoming AresDirection bandwidth of unknown 
destination. No AresDirection data is associated with 
these packets. Inspection continues until their destination 
is determined.
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  Incoming Traffic Packets
incomingTrafficPacketsThunderDirection

statistics > networkTraffic > incomingTrafficPackets > 
incomingTrafficBytesProtocolDirection > incomingTrafficPacketsBittorentUtpDirection

All elements are Read-only.

incomingTrafficPacketsThunderUdpDirection

statistics > networkTraffic > incomingTrafficPackets > 
incomingTrafficBytesProtocolDirection > incomingTrafficPacketsThunderUpdDirection

All elements are Read-only.

incomingTrafficPacketsHttpDirection

statistics > networkTraffic > incomingTrafficPackets > 
incomingTrafficBytesProtocolDirection > incomingTrafficPacketsHttpDirection

All elements are Read-only.

Element Description

incomingPacketsThunderW2I The incoming ThunderDirection bandwidth. Obsolete.

incomingPacketsThunderI2W The incoming ThunderDirection bandwidth. Obsolete.

incomingPacketsThunderUnknown The incoming ThunderDirection bandwidth of unknown 
destination. No ThunderDirection data is associated with 
these packets. Inspection continues until their destination 
is determined. Obsolete.

Element Description

incomingPacketsThunderUdpW2I The incoming ThunderUpdDirection bandwidth. Obso-
lete.

incomingPacketsThunderUdpI2W The incoming ThunderUpdDirection bandwidth. Obso-
lete.

incomingPacketsThunderUdpUn-
known

The incoming ThunderUpdDirection bandwidth of 
unknown destination. No ThunderUpdDirection data is 
associated with these packets. Inspection continues until 
their destination is determined. Obsolete.
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  Incoming Traffic Packets
incomingTrafficPacketsNonP2PDirection

statistics > networkTraffic > incomingTrafficPackets > 
incomingTrafficBytesProtocolDirection > incomingTrafficPacketsNonP2PDirection

All elements are Read-only.

incomingTrafficPacketsOtherDirection

statistics > networkTraffic > incomingTrafficPackets > 
incomingTrafficBytesProtocolDirection > incomingTrafficPacketsOtherDirection

All elements are Read-only.

incomingTrafficPacketsMoveDirection

statistics > networkTraffic > incomingTrafficPackets > 
incomingTrafficBytesProtocolDirection > incomingTrafficPacketsMoveDirection

Element Description

incomingPacketsHttpW2I The incoming HttpDirection bandwidth. Obsolete.

incomingPacketsHttpI2W The incoming HttpDirection bandwidth. Obsolete.

incomingPacketsHttpUnknown The incoming HttpDirection bandwidth of unknown 
destination. No HttpDirection data is associated with 
these packets. Inspection continues until their destination 
is determined. Obsolete.

Element Description

incomingPacketsNonP2PW2I The incoming NonP2PDirection bandwidth.

incomingPacketsNonP2PI2W The incoming NonP2PDirection bandwidth.

incomingPacketsNonP2PUnknown The incoming NonP2PDirection bandwidth of unknown 
destination. No NonP2PDirection data is associated with 
these packets. Inspection continues until their destination 
is determined.

Element Description

incomingPacketsOtherW2I The incoming OtherDirection bandwidth.

incomingPacketsOtherI2W The incoming OtherDirection bandwidth.

incomingPacketsOtherUnknown The incoming OtherDirection bandwidth of unknown 
destination. No OtherDirection data is associated with 
these packets. Inspection continues until their destination 
is determined.
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All elements are Read-only.

incomingTrafficPacketsSilverlightDirection

statistics > networkTraffic > incomingTrafficPackets > 
incomingTrafficBytesProtocolDirection > incomingTrafficPacketsSilverlightDirection

All elements are Read-only.

incomingTrafficPacketsNetflxDirection

statistics > networkTraffic > incomingTrafficPackets > 
incomingTrafficBytesProtocolDirection > incomingTrafficPacketsNetflxDirection

All elements are Read-only.

incomingTrafficPacketsWebCacheDirection

statistics > networkTraffic > incomingTrafficPackets > 
incomingTrafficPacketsProtocolDirection > incomingTrafficPacketsWebcacheDirection

Element Description

incomingPacketsMoveW2I The incoming MoveDirection bandwidth. Obsolete.

incomingPacketsMoveI2W The incoming MoveDirection bandwidth. Obsolete.

incomingPacketsMoveUnknown The incoming MoveDirection bandwidth of unknown 
destination. No MoveDirection data is associated with 
these packets. Inspection continues until their destination 
is determined. Obsolete.

Element Description

incomingPacketsSilverlightW2I The incoming Silverlight bandwidth.

incomingPacketsSilverlightI2W The incoming Silverlight bandwidth.

incomingPacketsSilverlightUn-
known

The incoming Silverlight bandwidth of unknown destina-
tion. No Silverlight data is associated with these packets. 
Inspection continues until their destination is determined.

Element Description

incomingPacketsNetflxW2I The incoming Netflx bandwidth.

incomingPacketsNetflxI2W The incoming Netflx bandwidth.

incomingPacketsNetflxUnknown The incoming Netflx bandwidth of unknown destination. 
No Netflx data is associated with these packets. Inspec-
tion continues until their destination is determined.
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  Outgoing Traffic Bytes 
All elements are Read-only.

incomingTrafficPacketsBittorrentUtpDirection

statistics > networkTraffic > incomingTrafficPackets > 
incomingTrafficBytesProtocolDirection > incomingTrafficPacketsBittorentUtpDirection

All elements are Read-only.

Outgoing Traffic Bytes 
statistics > networkTraffic > outgoingTrafficBytes

All elements are Read-only.

Element Description

incomingPacketsWebCacheW2I The incoming WebCachebandwidth.

incomingPacketsWebCacheI2W The incoming WebCache bandwidth.

incomingPacketsWebCacheUn-
known

The incoming WebCache bandwidth of unknown destina-
tion. No Webcache data is associated with these packets. 
Inspection continues until their destination is determined.

Element Description

incomingPacketsBittorrentUtpW2I The incoming BittorrentUtp bandwidth.

incomingPacketsBittorrentUtpI2W The incoming BittorrentUtp bandwidth.

incomingPacketsBittorrentUtpUn-
known

The incoming BittorrentUtp bandwidth of unknown 
destination. No BittorrentUtp data is associated with 
these packets. Inspection continues until their destination 
is determined.

Element Description

outgoingTrafficEdonkey The outgoing eDonkey bandwidth

outgoingTrafficBittorrent The outgoing BitTorrent bandwidth.

outgoingTrafficKazaa The outgoing Kazaa bandwidth. Obsolete.

outgoingTrafficGnutella The outgoing Gnutella bandwidth. Obsolete

outgoingTrafficAres The outgoing Ares bandwidth

outgoingTrafficThunder The outgoing Thunder bandwidth Obsolete.

outgoingTrafficThunderUdp The outgoing ThunderUtp bandwidth Obsolete.

outgoingTrafficHttp The outgoing HTTP bandwidth
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Outgoing Traffic Bytes Protocol Direction
statistics > networkTraffic > outgoingTrafficBytesProtocolDirection > 
outgoingTrafficBytesProtocolDirection

All elements are Read-only.

Outgoing Traffic Packets 
statistics > networkTraffic > outgoingTrafficPackets

All elements are Read-only.

outgoingTrafficNonp2p The outgoing non-P2P bandwidth.

outgoingTrafficOther The outgoing unclassified bandwidth.

Note: The sum of the above eight statistics should equal the sum of the following five statistics.

outgoingTrafficMove The outgoing Move bandwidth Obsolete.

outgoingTrafficSilverlight The outgoing Silverlight bandwidth

outgoingTrafficNetflx The outgoing Netflx bandwidth

outgoingTrafficWebCache The outgoing bandwidth of the actual web browsing.

outgoingTrafficBittorrentUtp The outgoing BitTorrent bandwidth

outgoingTrafficInspect The outgoing bandwidth that is subjected to traffic 
inspection.

outgoingTrafficCacheIn The outgoing bandwidth that will be cached for any 
protocol.

outgoingTrafficCacheout The outgoing bandwidth originating from the cache

outgoingTrafficForward The outgoing transparently forwarded bandwidth

outgoingTrafficAppOther The outgoing other bandwidth

Note: The sum of the above five statistics should equal the sum of the following three statistics.

outgoingTrafficW2I The outgoing subscribers-bound bandwidth.

outgoingTrafficI2W The outgoing world-bound bandwidth.

outgoingTrafficDirectionUnknown The outgoing bandwidth of unknown destination. 

Element Description

Element Description

outgoingTrafficP2PW2I The outgoing subscribers-bound eDonkey bandwidth

outgoingTrafficP2PI2W The outgoing world-bound eDonkey bandwidth.
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Element Description

outgoingPacketsEdonkey The total number of outgoing eDonkey packets.

outgoingPacketsBittorrent The total number of outgoing BitTorrent packets

outgoingPacketsKazaa The total number of outgoing Kazaa packets. Obsolete.

outgoingPacketsGnutella The total number of outgoing Gnutella packets. 
Obsolete.

outgoingPacketsAres The total number of outgoing Ares packets.

outgoingPacketsThunder The total number of outgoing Thunder packets. Obsolete.

outgoingPacketsThunderUdp The total number of outgoing ThunderUdp packets. 
Obsolete.

outgoingPacketsHttp The total number of outgoing HTTP packets.

outgoingPacketsNonp2p The total number of outgoing non-P2P packets.

outgoingPacketsOther The total number of outgoing unclassified packets.

Note: The sum of the above eight statistics should equal the sum of the following five statistics.

outgoingPacketsMove The total number of outgoing Move packets. Obsolete.

outgoingPacketsSilverlight The total number of outgoing Silverlight packets.

outgoingPacketsNetflx The total number of outgoing Netflx packets.

outgoingPacketsWebCache The total number of outgoing WebCache packets.

outgoingPacketsBittorrentUtp The total number of outgoing BitTorrent packets.

outgoingPacketsInspect The total number of acknowledgments for outgoing 
traffic-inspection packets for any protocol.

outgoingPacketsCacheIn The total number of outgoing acknowledgments of data 
packets that will be cached for any protocol.

outgoingPacketsCacheout The total number of outgoing data packets originating 
from the cache for any protocol.

outgoingPacketsForward The total number of outgoing data packets that were 
forwarded for any protocol.

outgoingPacketsAppOther The total number of all other outgoing packets for any 
protocol.

Note: The sum of the above five statistics should equal the sum of the following three statistics.
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  Outgoing Traffic Bytes 
Outgoing Traffic Packets Protocol Direction

outgoingTrafficPacketseDonkeyDirection 

statistics > networkTraffic > outgoingTrafficPacketsProtocolDirection > 
outgoingTrafficPacketsEdonkeyDirection

All elements are Read-only.

outgoingTrafficPacketsBittorrentDirection 

statistics > networkTraffic > outgoingTrafficPacketsProtocolDirection > 
outgoingTrafficPacketsBittorrentDirection

All elements are Read-only.

outgoingTrafficPacketsKazaaDirection 

statistics > networkTraffic > outgoingTrafficPacketsProtocolDirection > 
outgoingTrafficPacketsKazaaDirection

All elements are Read-only.

outgoingPacketsW2Isp The total number of outgoing packets originating from 
the world and destined for local systems.

outgoingPacketsIsp2W The total number of outgoing packets originating from 
local systems and destined for the world.

outgoingPacketsDirectionUnknown The total number of outgoing packets with unknown 
destination.

Element Description

Element Description

outgoingPacketsEdonkeyW2I The outgoing subscribers-bound eDonkey bandwidth

outgoingPacketsEdonkeyI2W The outgoing world-bound eDonkey bandwidth.

outgoingPacketsEdonkeyUnknown The outgoing eDonkey bandwidth of unknown destina-
tion. 

Element Description

outgoingPacketsBittorrentW2I The outgoing subscribers-bound BitTorrent bandwidth.

outgoingPacketsBittorrentI2W The outgoing world-bound BitTorrent bandwidth.

outgoingPacketsBittorrentUn-
known

The outgoing BitTorrent bandwidth of unknown destina-
tion
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outgoingTrafficPacketsGnutellaDirection 

statistics > networkTraffic > outgoingTrafficPacketsProtocolDirection > 
outgoingTrafficPacketsGnutellaDirection

All elements are Read-only.

outgoingTrafficPacketsAresDirection 

statistics > networkTraffic > outgoingTrafficPacketsProtocolDirection > 
outgoingTrafficPacketsAresDirection

All elements are Read-only.

outgoingTrafficPacketsThunderDirection 

statistics > networkTraffic > outgoingTrafficPacketsProtocolDirection > 
outgoingTrafficPacketsThunderDirection

All elements are Read-only.

Element Description

outgoingPacketsKazaaW2I The outgoing subscribers-bound Kazaa bandwidth. 
Obsolete.

outgoingPacketsKazaaI2W The outgoing world-bound Kazaa bandwidth. Obsolete.

outgoingPacketsKazaaUnknown The outgoing Kazaa bandwidth of unknown destination. 
Obsolete.

Element Description

outgoingPacketsGnutellaW2I The outgoing subscribers-bound Gnutella bandwidth. 
Obsolete.

outgoingPacketsGnutellaI2W The outgoing world-bound Gnutella bandwidth. 
Obsolete.

outgoingPacketsGnutellaUnknown The outgoing Gnutella bandwidth of unknown destina-
tion. Obsolete.

Element Description

outgoingPacketsAresW2I The outgoing subscribers-bound Ares bandwidth

outgoingPacketsAresI2W The outgoing world-bound Ares bandwidth.

outgoingPacketsAresUnknown The outgoing Ares bandwidth of unknown destination.
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outgoingTrafficPacketsThunderUdpDirection 

statistics > networkTraffic > outgoingTrafficPacketsProtocolDirection > 
outgoingTrafficPacketsThunderUdpDirection

All elements are Read-only.

outgoingTrafficPacketsHTTPDirection 

statistics > networkTraffic > outgoingTrafficPacketsProtocolDirection > 
outgoingTrafficPacketsHttpDirection

All elements are Read-only.

outgoingTrafficPacketsNonP2PDirection 

statistics > networkTraffic > outgoingTrafficPacketsProtocolDirection > 
outgoingTrafficpacketsNonp2pDirection

All elements are Read-only.

Element Description

outgoingPacketsThunderW2I The outgoing subscribers-bound Http bandwidth. 
Obsolete.

outgoingPacketsThunderI2W The outgoing world-bound Http bandwidth. Obsolete.

outgoingPacketsThunderUnknown The outgoing Http bandwidth of unknown destination.
Obsolete.

Element Description

outgoingPacketsThunderUdpW2I The outgoing subscribers-bound Http bandwidth. 
Obsolete.

outgoingPacketsThunderUdpI2W The outgoing world-bound Http bandwidth.
Obsolete.

outgoingPacketsThunderUdpUn-
known

The outgoing Http bandwidth of unknown destination.
Obsolete.

Element Description

outgoingPacketsHttpW2I The outgoing subscribers-bound Http bandwidth.

outgoingPacketsHttpI2W The outgoing world-bound Http bandwidth.

outgoingPacketsHttpUnknown The outgoing Http bandwidth of unknown destination.
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outgoingTrafficPacketsOtherDirection 

statistics > networkTraffic > outgoingTrafficPacketsProtocolDirection > 
outgoingTrafficPacketsOtherDirection

All elements are Read-only.

outgoingTrafficPacketsMoveDirection 

statistics > networkTraffic > outgoingTrafficPackets > 
outgoingTrafficPacketsProtocolDirection > outgoingTrafficPacketsMoveDirection

All elements are Read-only.

outgoingTrafficPacketsSilverlightDirection 

statistics > networkTraffic > outgoingTrafficpacketsProtocolDirection > 
outgoingTrafficPacketsSilverlightDirection

All elements are Read-only.

Element Description

outgoingPacketsNonp2pW2I The outgoing subscribers-bound non-P2P bandwidth. 

outgoingPacketsNonp2pI2W The outgoing world-bound non-P2P bandwidth.

outgoingPacketsNonp2pUnknown The outgoing non-P2P bandwidth of unknown destina-
tion.

Element Description

outgoingPacketsOtherW2I The outgoing subscribers-bound unclassified bandwidth.

outgoingPacketsOtherI2W The outgoing world-bound unclassified bandwidth.

outgoingPacketsOtherUnknown The outgoing unclassified bandwidth of unknown desti-
nation.

Element Description

outgoingPacketsMoveW2I The total number of outgoing unclassified packets origi-
nating from the world and destined for local systems. 
Obsolete.

outgoingPacketsMoveI2W The total number of outgoing unclassified packets origi-
nating from local systems and destined for the world.
Obsolete.

outgoingPacketsMoveUnknown The total number of outgoing unclassified packets with 
unknown destination. Obsolete.
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outgoingTrafficPacketsNetflixDirection

statistics > networkTraffic > outgoingTrafficBytes > 
outgoingTrafficPacketsProtocolDirection > outgoingTrafficPacketsNetflxDirection

All elements are Read-only.

outgoingTrafficPacketsWebCacheDirection 

statistics > networkTraffic > outgoingTrafficPacketsWebcacheDirection > 
outgoingTrafficPacketsWebcacheDirection

All elements are Read-only.

outgoingTrafficPacketsBittorrentDirection 

statistics > networkTraffic > outgoingTrafficpacketsProtocolDirection > 
outgoingTrafficPacketsBittorrentDirection

All elements are Read-only.

Element Description

outgoingPacketsSilverlightW2I The outgoing subscribers-bound Silverlight bandwidth

outgoingPacketsSilverlightI2W The outgoing world-bound Silverlight bandwidth.

outgoingPacketsSilverlightUn-
known

The outgoing Silverlight bandwidth of unknown destina-
tion. 

Element Description

outgoingPacketsNetflxW2I The outgoing Netflix subscribers-bound bandwidth.

outgoingPacketsNetflxI2W The outgoing Netflix world-bound bandwidth.

outgoingPacketsNetflxUnknown The outgoing Netflix bandwidth of unknown destination. 
No P2P data is associated with these packets. Inspection 
continues until their destination is determined.

Element Description

outgoingPacketsWebCacheW2I The outgoing subscribers-bound WebCache bandwidth

outgoingPacketsWebCacheI2W The outgoing world-bound WebCache bandwidth.

outgoingPacketsWebCacheUn-
known

The outgoing WebCache bandwidth of unknown destina-
tion. 
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  Bandwidth Ratio
Bandwidth Ratio
statistics > networkTraffic > outgoingTrafficBytesProtocolDirection > 
outgoingTrafficBytesEdonkeyDirection

All elements are Read-only.

Element Description

outgoingPacketsBittorrentUtpW2I The outgoing subscribers-bound BitTorrent bandwidth.

outgoingPacketsBittorrentUtpI2W The outgoing world-bound BitTorrent bandwidth.

outgoingPacketsBittorrentUtpUn-
known

The outgoing BitTorrent bandwidth of unknown destina-
tion

Element Description

incomingP2PTrafficRatioW2I The outgoing subscribers-bound bandwidth ratio

incomingP2PTrafficRatioI2W The outgoing world-bound bandwidth ratio.

outgoingP2PTrafficRatioI2W The outgoing bandwidth ratio of unknown destination. 

outgoingP2PTrafficRatioW2I The outgoing peer-to-peer bandwidth ratio.

outgoingP2PTrafficRatioCacheout The outgoing peer-to-peer Cache Out bandwidth ratio.

networkTrafficUnknownRanges-
Percent

The outgoing network traffic of unknown rage 
percentage.
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Network Connections

Revised: October 2014,

TCP Concurrent Connections
statistics > networkConnections > tcpConcurrentConnections

All elements are Read-only.

Element Description

concurrentTcpConnectionsEdonkey The outgoing subscribers (Edonkey) bound bandwidth 
ratio

concurrentTcpConnectionsBittor-
rent

The outgoing world-bound (BitTorrent) bandwidth ratio.

concurrentTcpConnectionsKazaa The outgoing bandwidth ratio of unknown (Kazaa) 
destination. Obsolete.

concurrentTcpConnectionsGnutella The outgoing world-bound (Gnutella) bandwidth ratio.

Obsolete.

concurrentTcpConnectionsAres The outgoing TCP (Ares) bandwidth ratio.

concurrentTcpConnectionsThunder The outgoing world-bound (Thunder) bandwidth ratio.

Obsolete.

concurrentUdpConnectionsThun-
derUdp

The outgoing world-bound (ThunderUdp) bandwidth 
ratio. Obsolete.

concurrentTcpConnectionsHttp The outgoing world-bound (Http) bandwidth ratio.

concurrentTcpConnectionsNonP2P The outgoing world-bound (Non- Peer to Peer) band-
width ratio.

concurrentTcpConnectionsOther The outgoing world-bound (Other) bandwidth ratio.

concurrentTcpConnectionsMove The outgoing world-bound (Move) bandwidth ratio.

Obsolete.
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  TCP Concurrent Connections
TCP Concurrent Connections Protocol Direction

tcpConcurrentConnectionsEdonkeyDirection 

statistics > networkTraffic > tcpConcurrentConnectionsProtocolDirection > 
tcpConcurrentConnectionsEdonkeyDirection

All elements are Read-only.

concurrentTcpConnectionsSilver-
light

The outgoing world-bound (Silverlight) bandwidth ratio.

concurrentTcpConnectionsNetflx The outgoing world-bound (Netflx) bandwidth ratio.

concurrentTcpConnectionsWeb-
Cache

The outgoing world-bound (Move) bandwidth ratio.

concurrentUdpConnectionsBittor-
rentUtp

The outgoing world-bound (BitTorrent) bandwidth ratio.

concurrentTcpConnectionsInspect The outgoing world-bound (Inspect) bandwidth ratio.

concurrentTcpConnectionsCacheIn The outgoing world-bound (Cache In) bandwidth ratio.

concurrentTcpConnectionsCa-
cheout

The outgoing world-bound (Cache Out) bandwidth ratio.

concurrentTcpConnectionsForward The outgoing world-bound (Forward) bandwidth ratio.

concurrentTcpConnectionsAp-
pOther

The outgoing world-bound (App Other) bandwidth ratio.

concurrentTcpConnectionsProxy The outgoing world-bound (Proxy) bandwidth ratio.

concurrentConAsymPercent The outgoing world-bound (asymmetric) percentage 
ratio.

concurrentConDirUnknown The outgoing world-bound (Direction Unknown) band-
width ratio.

tcpConcurrentConLoopDetected The outgoing world-bound (Loop) bandwidth ratio.

Element Description

Element Description

concurrentTcpConnectionsEdon-
keyW2I

The outgoing subscribers (Edonkey) bandwidth (World 
to ISP). 

concurrentTcpConnectionsEdon-
keyI2W

The outgoing subscribers (Edonkey) bandwidth (ISP to 
World).

concurrentTcpConnectionsEdon-
keyUnknown

The outgoing subscribers (Edonkey) bandwidth 
unknown.
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tcpConcurrentConnectionsBittorrentDirection

statistics > networkTraffic > tcpConcurrentConnectionsProtocolDirection > 
tcpConcurrentConnectionsBittorrentDirection

All elements are Read-only.

tcpConcurrentConnectionsKazaaDirection

statistics > networkTraffic > tcpConcurrentConnectionsProtocolDirection > 
tcpConcurrentConnectionsKazaaDirection

All elements are Read-only.

tcpConcurrentConnectionsGnutellaDirection

statistics > networkTraffic > tcpConcurrentConnectionsProtocolDirection > 
tcpConcurrentConnectionsGnutellaDirection

All elements are Read-only.

Element Description

concurrentTcpConnectionsBittor-
rentW2I

The outgoing subscribers (BitTorrent) bandwidth (World 
to ISP).

concurrentTcpConnectionsBittor-
rentI2W

The outgoing subscribers (BitTorrent) bandwidth (ISP to 
World).

concurrentTcpConnectionsBittor-
rentUnknown

The outgoing subscribers (BitTorrent) bandwidth 
unknown.

Element Description

concurrentTcpConnectionsKa-
zaaW2I

The outgoing subscribers (Kazaa) bandwidth (World to 
ISP). Obsolete.

concurrentTcpConnectionsKa-
zaaI2W

The outgoing subscribers (Kazaa) bandwidth (ISP to 
World). Obsolete.

concurrentTcpConnectionsKa-
zaaUnknown

The outgoing subscribers (Kazaa) bandwidth unknown. 
Obsolete.

Element Description

concurrentTcpConnectionsGnutel-
laW2I

The outgoing subscribers (Gnutella) bandwidth (World to 
ISP). Obsolete.

concurrentTcpConnectionsGnutel-
laI2W

The outgoing subscribers (Gnutella) bandwidth (ISP to 
World). Obsolete.

concurrentTcpConnectionsGnutel-
laUnknown

The outgoing subscribers (Gnutella) bandwidth 
unknown. Obsolete.
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tcpConcurrentConnectionsAresDirection

statistics > networkTraffic > tcpConcurrentConnectionsProtocolDirection > 
tcpConcurrentConnectionsAresDirection

All elements are Read-only.

tcpConcurrentConnectionsThunderDirection

statistics > networkTraffic > tcpConcurrentConnectionsProtocolDirection > 
tcpConcurrentConnectionsThunderDirection

All elements are Read-only.

udpConcurrentConnectionsThunderUdpDirection

statistics > networkTraffic > tcpConcurrentConnectionsProtocolDirection > 
tcpConcurrentConnectionsThundrUpdDirection

All elements are Read-only.

Element Description

concurrentTcpConnectionsAre-
sW2I

The outgoing subscribers (Aries) bandwidth (World to 
ISP).

concurrentTcpConnectionsAre-
sI2W

The outgoing subscribers (Aries) bandwidth (ISP to 
World).

concurrentTcpConnectionsAresUn-
known

The outgoing subscribers (Aries) bandwidth unknown.

Element Description

concurrentTcpConnectionsThun-
derW2I

The outgoing subscribers (Thunder) bandwidth (World to 
ISP). Obsolete

concurrentTcpConnectionsThun-
derI2W

The outgoing subscribers (Thunder) bandwidth (ISP to 
World). Obsolete

concurrentTcpConnectionsThun-
derUnknown

The outgoing subscribers (Thunder) bandwidth 
unknown. Obsolete

Element Description

concurrentUdpConnectionsThun-
derUdpW2I

The outgoing subscribers (ThunderUdp) bandwidth 
(World to ISP). Obsolete

concurrentUdpConnectionsThun-
derUdpI2W

The outgoing subscribers (ThunderUdp) bandwidth (ISP 
to World). Obsolete

concurrentUdpConnectionsThun-
derUdpUnknown

The outgoing subscribers (ThunderUdp) bandwidth 
unknown. Obsolete
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tcpConcurrentConnectionsHttpDirection

statistics > networkTraffic > tcpConcurrentConnectionsProtocolDirection > 
tcpConcurrentConnectionsHttpDirection

All elements are Read-only.

tcpConcurrentConnectionsNonP2PDirection

statistics > networkTraffic > tcpConcurrentConnectionsProtocolDirection > 
tcpConcurrentConnectionsNonP2PDirection

All elements are Read-only.

tcpConcurrentConnectionsOtherDirection

statistics > networkTraffic > tcpConcurrentConnectionsProtocolDirection > 
tcpConcurrentConnectionsOtherDirection

All elements are Read-only.

Element Description

concurrentTcpConnectionsHttpW2I The outgoing subscribers (HTTP) bandwidth. (World to 
ISP)

concurrentTcpConnectionsHttpI2W The outgoing subscribers (HTTP) bandwidth (ISP to 
World). 

concurrentTcpConnectionsHttpUn-
known

The outgoing subscribers (HTTP) bandwidth unknown. 

Element Description

concurrentTcpConnectionsNonP2P 
W2I

The outgoing subscribers (Nonp2p) bandwidth. (World to 
ISP)

concurrentTcpConnectionsNonP2P 
I2W

The outgoing subscribers (Nonp2p) bandwidth (ISP to 
World). 

concurrentTcpConnectionsNonP2P 
Unknown

The outgoing subscribers (Nonp2p) bandwidth unknown. 

Element Description

concurrentTcpConnectionsOtherW 
2 I

The outgoing subscribers (Other) bandwidth (World to 
ISP). 

concurrentTcpConnectionsOtherI2 
W

The outgoing subscribers (Other) bandwidth (ISP to 
World). 

concurrentTcpConnectionsOther 
Unknown

The outgoing subscribers (Other) bandwidth unknown. 
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tcpConcurrentConnectionsMoveDirection

statistics > networkTraffic > tcpConcurrentConnectionsProtocolDirection > 
tcpConcurrentConnectionsMoveDirection

All elements are Read-only.

tcpConcurrentConnectionsSilverlightDirection

statistics > networkTraffic > tcpConcurrentConnectionsProtocolDirection > 
tcpConcurrentConnectionsSilverlightDirection

All elements are Read-only.

tcpConcurrentConnectionsNetflxDirection

statistics > networkTraffic > tcpConcurrentConnectionsProtocolDirection > 
tcpConcurrentConnectionsNetflxDirection

All elements are Read-only.

Element Description

concurrentTcpConnectionsMove 
W2I

The outgoing subscribers (Move) bandwidth (world to 
ISP). Obsolete

concurrentTcpConnectionsMove 
I2W

The outgoing subscribers (Move) bandwidth (ISP to 
World). Obsolete

concurrentTcpConnectionsMove 
Unknown

The outgoing subscribers (Move) unknown bandwidth 
unknown. Obsolete

Element Description

concurrentTcpConnectionsSilver-
lightW2I

The outgoing subscribers (Silverlight) bandwidth world 
to ISP). Obsolete

concurrentTcpConnectionsSilver-
lightI2W

The outgoing subscribers (Silverlight) bandwidth (ISP to 
World). Obsolete

concurrentTcpConnectionsSilver-
lightUnknown

The outgoing subscribers (Silverlight) bandwidth 
unknown. Obsolete

Element Description

concurrentTcpConnectionsNet-
flxW2I

The outgoing subscribers (Netflx) bandwidth (World to 
ISP). 

concurrentTcpConnectionsNet-
flxI2W

The outgoing subscribers (Netflx) bandwidth (ISP to 
World). 

concurrentTcpConnectionsNetflx-
Unknown

The outgoing subscribers (Netflx) bandwidth unknown. 
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tcpConcurrentConnectionsWebCacheDirection

statistics > networkTraffic > tcpConcurrentConnectionsProtocolDirection > 
tcpConcurrentConnectionsWebCacheDirection

All elements are Read-only.

udpConcurrentConnectionsBittorrentUtpDirection

statistics > networkTraffic > tcpConcurrentConnectionsProtocolDirection > 
tcpConcurrentConnectionsBittorentUtpDirection

All elements are Read-only.

Element Description

concurrentTcpConnectionsWeb-
CacheW2I

The outgoing subscribers (WebCache) bandwidth (World 
to ISP). 

concurrentTcpConnectionsWeb-
Cache I2W

The outgoing subscribers (WebCache) bandwidth (ISP to 
World). 

concurrentTcpConnectionsWeb-
CacheUnknown

The outgoing subscribers (WebCache) bandwidth 
unknown. 

Element Description

concurrentUdpConnectionsBittor-
rentUtpW2I

The outgoing subscribers (BitTorrentUdp) bandwidth 
(World to ISP). 

concurrentUdpConnectionsBittor-
rentUtpI2W

The outgoing subscribers (BitTorrentUdp) bandwidth 
(ISP to World). 

concurrentUdpConnectionsBittor-
rentUtpUnknown

The outgoing subscribers (BitTorrentUdp) bandwidth 
unknown. 
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TCP Concurrent Connections Protocol State Direction

tcpConcurrentConnectionsEdkStateLink

tcpConcurrentConnectionsEdkCacheOutLink

statistics > networkTraffic > tcpConcurrentConnectionsProtocolStateDirection > 
tcpConcurrentConnectionsEdonkeyCacheOutLink

All elements are Read-only.

udpConcurrentConnectionsBittorrentUtpDirection

statistics > networkTraffic > tcpConcurrentConnectionsProtocolDirection > 
tcpConcurrentConnectionsBittorentUtpDirection

All elements are Read-only.

Element Description

concurrentTcpConnectionsEdon-
keyCacheOutW2I

The total number of concurrent connections served from 
the cache for eDonkey traffic where data is being sent 
from the world and destined for local systems

concurrentTcpConnectionsEdon-
keyCacheOutI2W

The total number of concurrent connections served from 
the cache for eDonkey traffic where data is being sent 
from local systems and destined for the world

concurrentTcpConnectionsEdon-
keyCacheOutUnknown

The total number of concurrent connections served from 
the cache for eDonkey traffic where data transfer direc-
tion is yet undetermined. 

Element Description

concurrentUdpConnectionsBittor-
rentUtpW2I

The total number of concurrent connections served from 
the cache for BitTorrent traffic where data is being sent 
from the world and destined for local systems.

concurrentUdpConnectionsBittor-
rentUtpI2W

The total number of concurrent connections served from 
the cache for BitTorrent traffic where data is being sent 
from local systems and destined for the world. 

concurrentUdpConnectionsBittor-
rentUtpUnknown

The total number of concurrent connections served from 
the cache for BitTorrent traffic where data transfer direc-
tion is yet undetermined. 
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tcpConcurrentConnectionsKazStateLink

tcpConcurrentConnectionsKazCacheOutLink

statistics > networkTraffic > tcpConcurrentConnectionsKazStateLink > 
tcpConcurrentConnectionsKazCacheOutLink

All elements are Read-only.

tcpConcurrentConnectionsGnutlStateLink

tcpConcurrentConnectionsGnutlCacheOutLink

statistics > networkTraffic > tcpConcurrentConnectionsAresStateLink > 
tcpConcurrentConnectionsGnutlCacheOutLink 

All elements are Read-only.

Element Description

concurrentTcpConnectionsKaz-
CacheOutW2I

The total number of concurrent connections served from 
the cache for Kazaa traffic where data is being sent from 
the world and destined for local systems

concurrentTcpConnectionsKaz-
CacheOutI2W

The total number of concurrent connections served from 
the cache for Kazaa traffic where data is being sent from 
local systems and destined for the world

concurrentTcpConnectionsKaz-
CacheOutUnknown

The total number of concurrent connections served from 
the cache for Kazaa traffic where data transfer direction 
is yet undetermined. 

Element Description

concurrentTcpConnectionsGnutl-
CacheOutW2I

The total number of concurrent connections served from 
the cache for Gnutella traffic where data is being sent 
from the world and destined for local systems

concurrentTcpConnectionsGnutl-
CacheOutI2W

The total number of concurrent connections served from 
the cache for Gnutella traffic where data is being sent 
from local systems and destined for the world.

concurrentTcpConnectionsGnutl-
CacheOutUnknown

The total number of concurrent connections served from 
the cache for Gnutella traffic where data transfer direc-
tion is yet undetermined
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tcpConcurrentConnectionsAresStateLink

tcpConcurrentConnectionsAresCacheOutLink

statistics > networkTraffic > tcpConcurrentConnectionsAresStateLink > 
tcpConcurrentConnectionsAresCacheOutLink 

All elements are Read-only.

tcpConcurrentConnectionsThunderStateLink

tcpConcurrentConnectionsThunderCacheOutLink

statistics > networkTraffic > tcpConcurrentConnectionsThunderStateLink > 
tcpConcurrentConnectionsThunderCacheOutLink

All elements are Read-only.

Element Description

concurrentTcpConnectionsAresCa-
cheOutW2I

The total number of concurrent connections served from 
the cache for Ares traffic where data is being sent from 
the world and destined for local systems

concurrentTcpConnectionsAresCa-
cheOutI2W

The total number of concurrent connections served from 
the cache for Ares traffic where data is being sent from 
local systems and destined for the world.

concurrentTcpConnectionsAresCa-
cheOutUnknown

The total number of concurrent connections served from 
the cache for Ares traffic where data transfer direction is 
yet undetermined.

Element Description

concurrentTcpConnectionsThun-
derCacheOutW2I

The total number of concurrent connections served from 
the cache for Thunder traffic where data is being sent 
from the world and destined for local systems.

concurrentTcpConnectionsThun-
derCacheOutI2W

The total number of concurrent connections served from 
the cache for Thunder traffic where data is being sent 
from local systems and destined for the world

concurrentTcpConnectionsThun-
derCacheOutUnknown

The total number of concurrent connections served from 
the cache for Thunder traffic where data transfer direc-
tion is yet undetermined. 
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tcpConcurrentConnectionsThunderUdpStateLink

tcpConcurrentConnectionsThunderUdpCacheOutLink

statistics > networkTraffic > tcpConcurrentConnectionsThunderUdpStateLink > 
tcpConcurrentConnectionsThunderUdpCacheOutLink

All elements are Read-only.

tcpConcurrentConnectionsHttpStateLink

tcpConcurrentConnectionsHttpCacheOutLink

statistics > networkTraffic > tcpConcurrentConnectionsHttpStateLink > 
tcpConcurrentConnectionsHttpCacheOutLink

All elements are Read-only.

Element Description

concurrentUdpConnectionsThun-
derUdpCacheOutW2I

The total number of concurrent connections served from 
the cache for ThunderUdp traffic where data is being sent 
from the world and destined for local systems.

concurrentUdpConnectionsThun-
derUdpCacheOutI2W

The total number of concurrent connections served from 
the cache for ThunderUdp traffic where data is being sent 
from local systems and destined for the world.

concurrentUdpConnectionsThun-
derUdpCacheOutUnknown

The total number of concurrent connections served from 
the cache for ThunderUdp traffic where data transfer 
direction is yet undetermined. 

Element Description

concurrentTcpConnectionsHt

tpCacheOutW2I
The total number of concurrent connections served from 
the cache for HTTP traffic where data is being sent from 
the world and destined for local systems.

concurrentTcpConnectionsHt

tpCacheOutI2W
The total number of concurrent connections served from 
the cache for HTTP traffic where data is being sent from 
local systems and destined for the world.

concurrentTcpConnectionsHt

tpCacheOutUnknown
The total number of concurrent connections served from 
the cache for HTTP traffic where data transfer direction 
is yet undetermined.
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tcpConcurrentConnectionsSilverlightStateLink

tcpConcurrentConnectionsSilverlightCacheOutLink

statistics > networkTraffic > tcpConcurrentConnectionsMoveStateLink > 
tcpConcurrentConnectionsSilverlightCacheOutLink

All elements are Read-only.

tcpConcurrentConnectionsNetflxStateLink

tcpConcurrentConnectionsNetflxCacheOutLink

statistics > networkTraffic > tcpConcurrentConnectionsMoveStateLink > 
tcpConcurrentConnectionsMoveCacheOutLink

All elements are Read-only.

Element Description

concurrentTcpConnectionsSilver-
lightCacheOutW2I

The total number of concurrent connections served from 
the cache for Silverlight traffic where data is being sent 
from the world and destined for local systems.

concurrentTcpConnectionsSilver-
lightCacheOutI2W

The total number of concurrent connections served from 
the cache for Silverlight traffic where data is being sent 
from local systems and destined for the world.

concurrentTcpConnectionsSilver-
lightCacheOutUnknown

The total number of concurrent connections served from 
the cache for Silverlight traffic where data transfer direc-
tion is yet undetermined.

Element Description

concurrentTcpConnectionsNetflx-
CacheOutW2I

The total number of concurrent connections served from 
the cache for Netflx traffic where data is being sent from 
the world and destined for local systems.

concurrentTcpConnectionsNetflx-
CacheOutI2W

The total number of concurrent connections served from 
the cache for Netflx traffic where data is being sent from 
local systems and destined for the world.

concurrentTcpConnectionsNetflx-
CacheOutUnknown

The total number of concurrent connections served from 
the cache for Netflx traffic where data transfer direction 
is yet undetermined.
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tcpConcurrentConnectionsWebCacheStateLink

tcpConcurrentConnectionsWebCacheCacheOutLink

statistics > networkTraffic > tcpConcurrentConnectionsMoveStateLink > 
tcpConcurrentConnectionsWebCacheCacheOutLink

All elements are Read-only.

udpConcurrentConnectionsBtUdpCacheOutLink

statistics > networkTraffic > tcpConcurrentConnectionsNetflxStateLink > 
udpConcurrentConnectionsBtUtpCacheOutLink

All elements are Read-only.

Element Description

concurrentTcpConnectionsWebCa-
cheCacheOutW2I

The total number of concurrent connections served from 
the cache for WebCache traffic where data is being sent 
from the world and destined for local systems.

concurrentTcpConnectionsWebCa-
cheCacheOutI2W

The total number of concurrent connections served from 
the cache for WebCache traffic where data is being sent 
from local systems and destined for the world.

concurrentTcpConnectionsWebCa-
cheCacheOutUnknown

The total number of concurrent connections served from 
the cache for WebCache traffic where data transfer direc-
tion is yet undetermined.

Element Description

concurrentTcpConnectionsBtUdp-
CacheOutW2I

The total number of concurrent connections served from 
the cache for BtUdp traffic where data is being sent from 
the world and destined for local systems.

concurrentTcpConnectionsBtUdp-
CacheOutI2W

The total number of concurrent connections served from 
the cache for BtUdp traffic where data is being sent from 
local systems and destined for the world.

concurrentTcpConnectionsBtUdp-
CacheOutUnknown

The total number of concurrent connections served from 
the cache for BtUdp traffic where data transfer direction 
is yet undetermined.
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Cache Status

Revised: October 2014

Element Description

cacheTotalHashes The total number of unique files stored in the 
cache.

cacheTotalSize The total size of all files stored in the cache.

cacheEdonkeySize The total size of all eDonkey files stored in the 
cache.

cacheBittorrentSize The total size of all BitTorrent files stored in the 
cache.

cacheKazaaSize The total size of all obsolete Kazaa files stored in 
the cache

cacheGnutellaSize The total size of all obsolete Gnutella files stored 
in the cache.

cacheAresSize The total size of all Ares files stored in the cache

cacheThunderSize The total size of all obsolete Thunder files stored 
in the cache.

cacheHttpSize The total size of all Http files stored in the cache.

cacheMoveSize The total size of all obsolete Move files stored in 
the cache.

cacheSilverlightSize The total size of all Silverlight files stored in the 
cache.

cacheNetflxSize The total size of all Netflix files stored in the 
cache.

cacheEdonkeyHashes The total number of unique eDonkey files stored 
in the cache. 
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cacheBittorrentHashes The total number of unique BitTorrent files stored 
in the cache. 

cacheKazaaHashes The total number of unique obsolete Kazaa files 
stored in the cache.

cacheGnutellaHashes The total number of unique obsolete Gnutella files 
stored in the cache.

cacheAresHashes The total number of unique Ares hashes.

cacheHttpHashes The total number of unique Http hashes.

cacheThunderHashes The total number of obsolete Thunder hashes.

cacheMoveHashes The total number of obsolete Move hashes.

cacheSilverlightHashes The total number of Silverlight Hashes.

cacheNetflxHashes The total number of unique Netflx hashes stored 
in the cache.

cacheHttpFullness The total number of unique Http files stored in the 
cache.

cacheRecentExpirationDeleted The total number of recent expired files deleted.

cacheHttpOldestHash The total number of unique Http hashes.

cacheWebCacheSize The total size of web browsing on the storage

cacheWebCacheHashes The total number of web browsing hashes.

cacheBittorrentUtpSize The total number of Bittorrent Utp files stored in 
the cache.

cacheBittorrentUtpHashes The total number of Bittorrent Utp hashes.

Element Description
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Advanced

Revised: October 2014

Cache Out

Edonkey
statistics > Advanced > cacheout > edonkey

All elements are Read-only

Bittorrent
statistics > Advanced > cacheout > bittorrent

All elements are Read-only

Element Description

totalSessionLengthEdonkey The total Edonkey session length.

totalSessionBwEdonkey The total Edonkey session.

totalSessionClosesEdonkey The total closed Edonkey session.

totalSessionSetupsEdonkey The total Edonkey setup session.

averageSessionSetupsEdonkey The average Edonkey setup session.

averageSessionBandwidthEdonkey The average Edonkey bandwidth session. 
Obsolete.

averageSessionLengthEdonkey The average Edonkey session length. Obsolete.
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Kazaa
statistics > Advanced > cacheout >kazaa

All elements are Read-only

Gnutella
statistics > Advanced > cacheout > gnutella

All elements are Read-only

Element Description

totalSessionLengthBittorrent The total Bittorrent session length. Obsolete.

totalSessionBwBittorrent The total Bittorrent session. Obsolete.

totalSessionClosesBittorrent The total closed Bittorrent session. Obsolete.

totalSessionSetupsBittorrent The total Bittorrent setup session. Obsolete.

averageSessionSetupsBittorrent The average Bittorrent setup session. Obsolete.

averageSessionBandwidthBittorrent The average Bittorrent bandwidth session. 
Obsolete.

averageSessionLengthBittorrent The average Bittorrent session length. Obsolete.

Element Description

totalSessionLengthKazaa The total Bittorrent session length. Obsolete.

totalSessionBwKazaa The total Bittorrent session. Obsolete.

totalSessionClosesKazaa The total closed Bittorrent session. Obsolete.

totalSessionSetupsKazaa The total Bittorrent setup session. Obsolete.

averageSessionSetupsKazaa The average Bittorrent setup session. Obsolete.

averageSessionBandwidthKazaa The average Bittorrent bandwidth session. Obso-
lete.

averageSessionLengthKazaa The average Bittorrent session length. Obsolete.

Element Description

totalSessionLengthGnutella The total Gnutella session length. Obsolete.

totalSessionBwGnutella The total Gnutella session. Obsolete.

totalSessionClosesGnutella The total closed Gnutella session. Obsolete.
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Ares
statistics > Advanced > cacheout > ares

All elements are Read-only

Thunder
statistics > Advanced > cacheout > thunder

All elements are Read-only

totalSessionSetupsGnutella The total Gnutella setup session. Obsolete.

averageSessionSetupsGnutella The average Gnutella setup session. Obsolete.

averageSessionBandwidthGnutella The average Gnutella bandwidth session. 
Obsolete.

averageSessionLengthGnutella The average Gnutella session length. Obsolete.

Element Description

Element Description

totalSessionLengthAres The total Ares session length.

totalSessionBwAres The total Ares session.

totalSessionClosesAres The total closed Ares session.

totalSessionSetupsAres The total Ares setup session.

averageSessionSetupsAres The average Ares setup session.

averageSessionBandwidthAres The average Ares bandwidth session.

averageSessionLengthAres The average Ares session length.

Element Description

totalSessionLengthThunder The total Thunder session length. Obsolete.

totalSessionBwThunder The total Thunder session. Obsolete.

totalSessionClosesThunder The total closed Thunder session. Obsolete.

totalSessionSetupsThunder The total Thunder setup session. Obsolete.
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ThunderUdp
statistics > Advanced > cacheout > thunderUdp

All elements are Read-only

Http
statistics > Advanced > cacheout > http

All elements are Read-only

averageSessionSetupsThunder The average Thunder setup session. Obsolete.

averageSessionBandwidthThunder The average Thunder bandwidth session. Obso-
lete.

averageSessionLengthThunder The average Thunder session length. Obsolete.

Element Description

Element Description

totalSessionLengthThunderUdp The total ThunderUdp session length. Obsolete.

totalSessionBwThunderUdp The total ThunderUdp session. Obsolete.

totalSessionClosesThunderUdp The total closed ThunderUdp session. Obsolete.

totalSessionSetupsThunderUdp The total ThunderUdp setup session. Obsolete.

averageSessionSetupsThunderUdp The average ThunderUdp setup session. Obsolete.

averageSessionBandwidthThunderUdp The average ThunderUdp bandwidth session. 
Obsolete.

averageSessionLengthThunderUdp The average ThunderUdp session length. Obsolete.

Element Description

totalSessionLengthHttp The total HTTP session length.

totalSessionBwHttp The total HTTP session.

totalSessionClosesHttp The total closed HTTP session.

totalSessionSetupsHttp The total HTTP setup session.

averageSessionSetupsHttp The average HTTP setup session.

averageSessionBandwidthHttp The average HTTP bandwidth session.

averageSessionLengthHttp The average HTTP session length.
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Move
statistics > Advanced > cacheout > Move

All elements are Read-only

Silverlight
statistics > Advanced > cacheout > σilverlight

All elements are Read-only

Netflx
statistics > Advanced > cacheout > netflx

All elements are Read-only

Element Description

totalSessionLengthMove The total Move session length. Obsolete.

totalSessionBwMove The total Move session. Obsolete.

totalSessionClosesMove The total closed Move session. Obsolete.

totalSessionSetupsMove The total Move setup session. Obsolete.

averageSessionSetupsMove The average Move setup session. Obsolete.

averageSessionBandwidthMove The average Move bandwidth session. Obsolete.

averageSessionLengthMove The average Move session length. Obsolete.

Element Description

totalSessionLengthSilverlight The total Silverlight session length.

totalSessionBwSilverlight The total Silverlight session.

totalSessionClosesSilverlight The total closed Silverlight session.

totalSessionSetupsSilverlight The total Silverlight setup session.

averageSessionSetupsSilverlight The average Silverlight setup session.

averageSessionBandwidthSilverlight The average Silverlight bandwidth session.

averageSessionLengthSilverlight The average Silverlight session length.
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Web Cache
statistics > Advanced > cacheout > WebCache

All elements are Read-only

BittorrentUtp
statistics > Advanced > cacheout > BittorrentUtp

All elements are Read-only

Element Description

totalSessionLengthNetflx The total Netflx session length.

totalSessionBwNetflx The total Netflx session.

totalSessionClosesNetflx The total closed Netflx session.

totalSessionSetupsNetflx The total Netflx setup session.

averageSessionSetupsNetflx The average Netflx setup session.

averageSessionBandwidthNetflx The average Netflx bandwidth session.

averageSessionLengthNetflx The average Netflx session length.

Element Description

totalSessionLengthWebCache The total WebCache session length.

totalSessionBwWebCache The total WebCache session.

totalSessionClosesWebCache The total closed WebCache session.

totalSessionSetupsWebCache The total WebCache setup session.

averageSessionSetupsWebCache The average WebCache setup session.

averageSessionBandwidthWebCache The average WebCache bandwidth session.

averageSessionLengthWebCache The average WebCache session length.

Element Description

totalSessionLengthBittorrentUtp The total BittorrentUtp session length.

totalSessionBwBittorrentUtp The total BittorrentUtp session.

totalSessionClosesBittorrentUtp The total closed BittorrentUtp session.

totalSessionSetupsBittorrentUtp The total BittorrentUtp setup session.
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averageSessionSetupsBittorrentUtp The average BittorrentUtp setup session.

averageSessionBandwidthBittorrentUtp The average BittorrentUtp bandwidth session.

averageSessionLengthBittorrentUtp The average BittorrentUtp session length.

Element Description
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QoE

Revised: October 2014

Cache Out Users
statistics > qoe > cacheOutUsers

Cache In Users
statistics > qoe > cacheInUsers

users
statistics > qoe > Users

Element Description

p2pCacheOutUsers Peer to Peer content users.

httpCacheOutUsers HTTP content users.

Element Description

p2pCacheInUsers Peer to Peer incoming users.

httpCacheInUsers HTTP incoming users.

Element Description

p2pUsers The number of Peer to Peer users.

httpInUsers The number of HTTP incoming users.
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Content DB

Revised: October 2014

statisticsi > peerappContentDb

By Action 
statistics > peerappContentDb > byAction

All elements are Read-only.

By Category 
statistics > peerappContentDb > byCategory

All elements are Read-only.

Element Description

blockedUrls The total number of URLs that where blocked by 
filters.

allowedUrls The total number of URLs that where allowed by 
filters and destined for the world.

redirectedUtls The total number of URLs that where redirected by 
filters.

bypassedUrls The total number of URLs that where bypass the 
filters.
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  By Category 
Element Description

index1 - index99 Categorizes the content through indexing for policy 
manager (index1 - 99).

indexYT Categorizes the content through indexing for policy 
manager (indexYouTube).

indexCT Categorizes the content through indexing for policy 
manager (indexCT).
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Proxy Sessions

Revised: October 2014

statistics > proxySessions

Element Description

proxySessionsMove The number of proxy sessions for the Move 
protocol. Obsolete.

proxySessionsSilverlight The number of proxy sessions for the Silverlight 
protocol.

proxySessionsNetflx The number of proxy sessions for the Netflx 
protocol.
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Web Cache Statistics

Revised: October 2014

Web Cache Load Time
Element Description

WebCacheLoadTimeInSize1K Served time to subscriber of files 1K and under - 
cache in.

WebCacheLoadTimeInSize2K Served time to subscriber of files 1K - 2K - cache 
in.

WebCacheLoadTimeInSize4K Served time to subscriber of files 2K - 4K - cache 
in.

WebCacheLoadTimeInSize8K Served time to subscriber of files 4K - 8K - cache 
in.

WebCacheLoadTimeInSize16K Served time to subscriber of files 8K - 16K - 
cache in.

WebCacheLoadTimeInSize32K Served time to subscriber of files 16K - 32K.

WebCacheLoadTimeInSize64K Served time to subscriber of files 32 - 64K.

WebCacheLoadTimeInSize128K Served time to subscriber of files 64K - 128K.

WebCacheLoadTimeInSize512K Served time to subscriber of files 128K - 512K

WebCacheLoadTimeInSizeLarge Served time to subscriber of files 516K - Large.

WebCacheLoadTimeOutSize1K Served time to subscriber of files up to 1K - cache 
out.

WebCacheLoadTimeOutSize2K Served time to subscriber of files 1K - 2K - cache 
out.

WebCacheLoadTimeOutSize4K Served time to subscriber of files 2K - 4K - cache 
out.
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Web Cache File Size

WebCacheLoadTimeOutSize8K Served time to subscriber of files 4K - 8K - cache 
out.

WebCacheLoadTimeOutSize16K Served time to subscriber of files 8K - 16K - 
cache out.

WebCacheLoadTimeOutSize32K Served time to subscriber of files 16K - 32K - 
cache out.

WebCacheLoadTimeOutSize64K Served time to subscriber of files 32K - 64K - 
cache out.

WebCacheLoadTimeOutSize128K Served time to subscriber of files 64K - 128K - 
cache out.

WebCacheLoadTimeOutSize512K Served time to subscriber of files 128K - 512K - 
cache out.

WebCacheLoadTimeOutSizeLarge Served time to subscriber of files 512K - Large - 
cache out.

Element Description

Element Description

WebCacheFileSizeInSize1K Concurrent Number of cached in files up to 1K.

WebCacheFileSizeInSize2K Concurrent Number of cached in files 1K - 2K

WebCacheFileSizeInSize4K Concurrent Number of cached in files 2K - 4K.

WebCacheFileSizeInSize8K Concurrent Number of cached in files 4K - 8K.

WebCacheFileSizeInSize16K Concurrent Number of cached in files 8K - 16K.

WebCacheFileSizeInSize32K Concurrent Number of cached in files 61K - 32K.

WebCacheFileSizeInSize64K Concurrent Number of cached in files 32K - 64K.

WebCacheFileSizeInSize128K Concurrent Number of cached in files 64K - 
128K.

WebCacheFileSizeInSize512K Concurrent Number of cached in files 128K - 
512K.

WebCacheFileSizeInSizeLarge Concurrent Number of cached in files 512K - 
Large

WebCacheFileSizeOutSize1K Concurrent Number of cached out files up to 1K.

WebCacheFileSizeOutSize2K Concurrent Number of cached in files 1K - 2K.

WebCacheFileSizeOutSize4K Concurrent Number of cached in files 2K - 4K
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Web Cache Latency

WebCacheFileSizeOutSize8K Concurrent Number of cached in files 4K - 8K.

WebCacheFileSizeOutSize16K Concurrent Number of cached in files 8K - 16K.

WebCacheFileSizeOutSize32K Concurrent Number of cached in files 16K - 32K.

WebCacheFileSizeOutSize64K Concurrent Number of cached in files 32K - 64K

WebCacheFileSizeOutSize128K Concurrent Number of cached in files 64K - 
128K.

WebCacheFileSizeOutSize512K Concurrent Number of cached in files 128K - 
512K.

WebCacheFileSizeOutSizeLarge Concurrent Number of cached in files 512K - 
Large.

Element Description

Element Description

WebCacheLatencyIn The time between request and response of web 
browsing cache in.

WebCacheLatencyOut The time between request and response of web 
browsing cache out.

WebCacheHitRatio The hit ratio of web cache (hits/requests).
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Traps

Revised: October 2014

The UltraBand platform generates the following three traps:

• SystemGoingToReboot: Generated right before the system reboots immediately. No payloads are 
associated with this trap.

• SystemReturnedFromReboot: Generated right after the system has rebooted itself. No payloads 
are associated with this trap.

• Notification: When generated, this trap has payloads associated with it, defining the exact 
notification reason. Specific values might be associated with some of these payloads, providing 
additional trap information. Refer to the Notification Trap table for a full description of the payloads 
associated with this trap.

Table 10-1 Notification Trap

Notification Payload Description Element

SystemGoingToReboot Generated right before the system 
reboots immediately. No payloads 
are associated with this trap.

Trap

SystemReturnedFromReboot Generated right after the system has 
rebooted itself. No payloads are 
associated with this trap.

Trap

Notification When generated, this trap has 
payloads associated with it, 
defining the exact notification 
reason. Specific values can be asso-
ciated with some of these payloads, 
providing additional trap informa-
tion. 

Trap
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StorageDisconnected Storage disconnected: No cache 
storage enclosures are available.

System enters disabled mode. 
Manual intervention is required to 
restore cache storage connectivity.

Trap Element

SpreadDisconnected Spread disconnected: No cache 
spreads are available.

Trap Element

FailedInitCmdb Failed to initialize cache storage 
database. Application automatically 
restarts to recover.

Trap Element

FailedInitCachOut The trap failed to initialize the 
cache out.

Trap Element

FailedInstallSignalHandler Application failed to initialize 
signal handler

Trap Element

FailedAllocateMemory Application failed to allocate 
memory. Application automatically 
restarts to recover.

Trap Element

FailedReadConfig Application failed to read the 
system configuration. Application 
automatically restarts to recover.

Trap Element

PangStarted The application started. Trap Element

FailedResolvingMac The application failed to resolve a 
Mac address.

Trap Element

Notification This occurs when a platform noti-
fies the monitor software of an 
event. This trap includes a single 
payload associated with the trap.

Trap Element

FailedInitKernel The application failed to initiate a 
kernel.

Trap Element

FailedInitConfig Application failed to initialize the 
system due to invalid configuration 
file content.

System remains in disabled mode. 
Application automatically restarts 
to recover.

Trap Element

FailedInitInterface Application failed to initialize a 
specific NIC interface.  Application 
automatically restarts to recover.

Trap Element

Table 10-1 Notification Trap (continued)

Notification Payload Description Element
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FailedInitForwarder Application failed to initialize the 
Forwarder component. The applica-
tion automatically restarts to 
recover.

Trap Element

FailedInitCashIn Application failed to initialize the 
cache-in component. The Applica-
tion automatically restarts to 
recover.

Trap Element

L7SwitchDisconnected The switch has been disconnected Trap Element

PangStopping Cache engine is in the process of 
stopping its operation.

Trap Element

PangStopped Cache engine has stopped its opera-
tion.

Trap Element

PangStarting Cache engine is in the process of 
starting its operation.

Trap Element

CacheEngineOpModeChanged A cache engine entered a different 
operational mode.

The values associated with this 
payload (element) are:

• cacheEngineEnabled (0): The 
Cache Engine is enabled.

• cacheEngineDiabled (1): The 
Cache Engine is disabled.

Trap Element

LicenseInvalid An invalid license file was found. 
The system enters disable mode and 
does not recover. Manual interven-
tion is required for installing a valid 
file.

Trap Element

LicenseExpired An outdated license file was found. 
System switches to disable mode 
and does not try to recover.

If a previously permanent license 
file is found, the system uses it, if 
possible.

Trap Element

ServiceLocked Service is locked by configuration. Trap Element

TooManyOneDirectionalConnec-
tions

Application detected too many one 
directional TCP sessions.

Trap Element

Table 10-1 Notification Trap (continued)

Notification Payload Description Element
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ClusterStateChanged The UltraBand cluster state has 
changed.

The payload associated value indi-
cates this change. 

Possible values for this payload:

• clusterDisabled (1): The Ultra-
Band cluster is disabled.

• clusterEnabled (2): The Ultra-
Band cluster is enabled.

• clusterDegraded (3): At least 
one cluster member (cache 
engine) is disabled.

Trap Element

VolumeUnavailable The specific cache storage volume 
is not available.

Trap Element

NoAvailableVolumes No cache storage volumes avail-
able.

Trap Element

SmartFilterConfigInvalid Not Relevant. The SmartFilter 
Configuration is invalid.

Trap Element

SmartfilterLicenseExpired Not Relevant. The SmartFilter 
License expired.

Trap Element

SmartfilterLoadFailed Not Relevant. Application failed to 
load the SmartFilter component. 
Application automatically restarts 
to recover.

Trap Element

SystemOverloaded This could happen either due to a 
configuration or that a packet storm 
detected 

Trap Element

LicenseFallback System switches on new license 
file. System starts operating 
according to the parameters of the 
new license.

Trap Element

NtpSynchonizationStatus System finished time synchroniza-
tion.

Trap Element

ForwardedTrafficPassedLicensed-
Limit

Forwarding traffic exceeds license 
limit.

Trap Element

ForwardedTrafficReachingLi-
censedLimit

Forwarding traffic approaches 90% 
of license limit.

Trap Element

Table 10-1 Notification Trap (continued)

Notification Payload Description Element
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•

ForwardedTrafficEnforcement-
Started

System starts limiting of 
forwarding traffic according to the 
license.

Trap Element

WebCacheSsdCloseToEol High speed memory (SSD - X) is 
close to End of life.

Trap Element

WebCacheStorageFailure Web acceleration dedicated storage 
failure in volume X.

Trap Element

WebCacheSsdMissing Licensed for web acceleration but 
no high speed (SSD) memory 
detected

Trap Element

CacheOutPortFailed Failed to initialize cache out port. 
Cache-Out port failed to initiate.

Trap Element

CacheOutPortDisconnected Cache out port disconnected. 
Cache-Out port disconnected.

Trap Element

CmdbBackupFailed CMDB Backup operation failed. Trap Element

CacheOutPortOK Cache Out Port changed state to 
OK.

Trap Element

StandbyStateChanged Cache engine stand-by state 
changed.

Trap Element

SystemGoingToReboot This occurs when the system is 
going to reboot. No payloads are 
associated with this trap.

Trap Element

SystemReturnedFromReboot This occurs when the system is 
returning from reboot. No payloads 
(elements) are associated with this 
trap.

Trap Element

Table 10-1 Notification Trap (continued)

Notification Payload Description Element
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The following table affects the management. The elements are used either to read system status 
information or to issue system commands.

Table 11-1 Command Table

Element Description

Note: The following table is a cache engine control table (commands per cache engine).

command The command-line interpreter

logLevel

Note: The following element is Read/Write.

clusterControl Used to display the status of a command or 
to run a command.

For reading:

0: a started command

1: a stopped command

2: a restart command

When written to, the command that is 
written is executed. Obsolete.

Note: The following elements are Read-only.

clusterOpStatus Indicates server state.

1: disabled

2: enabled

3: degraded

cacheEngineOpState A collection of cache engine operational 
states.

cacheEngineAppStatus A collection of cache engine apps. states.

cacheEngineSWVersion A collection of cache engine software 
versions.
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cacheEngineUptime Associated cache engine's uptime

cacheEngineAdminState Current cache engine administrative state 
(locked, unlocked).

cacheEngineOSVersion A collection of cache engine operation 
system versions.

cacheEngineCpuUsage CPU utilization in percentages.

cacheEngineMemoryUsage Memory utilization in percentages.

cacheEngineTemperature Blade temperature.

cacheEnginePlatformType OEM platform type.

cacheEngineStandbyState A collection of cache engine stand by 
states.

clusterUptime Indicates server uptime. The amount of 
time from the moment cluster last moved 
from disabled to another “state”

clusterLeader Host name of a current cluster leader.

clusterMembers Number of currently enabled cluster 
members. 

Table 11-1 Command Table

Element Description
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Probing the information related to the platform hardware component provides information related to the 
following hardware components for each Cache Engine:

• volumes: Describes the information that is associated with each volume in the cache storage.

• ifStatusCacheEngines: Describes the memory and system information that is associated with each 
cache engine.

• cacheEngines: Describes the memory and system information that is associated with each cache 
engine. 

Note The cacheEngine information is duplicated depending on the number of cache engines.

• networkInterfaces: Describes the information that is associated with each cache engine network 
interface.

Volumes
hardware > volumes > volumeStatusTable

The volume status table outlines the information associated with each volume in the cache storage. A 
sample view of this table is shown below:
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Figure 12-1 Sample View of the Volumes Table

The following table outlines all table entries. This table is a collection of volume statuses indexed by 
volume index:

hardware > volumes > volumeStatusTable > volumeStatusEntry

Element Description

volumesStatusEntry This table is a collection of volume statuses indexed by volume 
index.

volumePath Path where the disk is mounted.

volumeDevice Path of the device for the partition

volumeMinimum Minimum space required on the disk (in kBytes) before the 
errors are triggered. Either this or dskMinPercent is configured 
via the agent's snmpd.conf file.

volumeMinPercent Percentage of minimum space required on the disk before the 
errors are triggered. Either this or dskMinimum is configured 
via the agent's snmpd.conf file.

volumeTotal Total size of the disk/partition (kBytes).

volumeAvail Available size of the disk/partition (kBytes)

volumeUsed Used space on the disk.

volumePercent Percentage of space used on disk.
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If Status Cache Engines
hardware > ifStatusCacheEngines > ifStatusTable

The interfaces status table outlines the information that is associated with each network interface in each 
Cache Engine. A partial view of this table is shown below:

Figure 12-2 Sample View of the Network Interfaces Table

The following table outlines all table entries. This table is a collection of interface statuses indexed by 
blade and interface index:

hardware > ifStatusCacheEngines > ifStatusTable > ifStatusEntry

volumePercentNode Percentage of inodes used on disk.

volumeErrorFlag Error flag signaling that the disk or partition is under the 
minimum required space configured for it.

volumeErrorMsg A text description providing a warning and the space left on the 
disk.

Element Description
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Element Description

ifBladeIndex The Cache Engine in which this interface is installed.

ifIndex A unique value for each interface. Its value ranges between 1 
and the value of ifNumber. The value for each interface must 
remain constant at least from one re-initialization of the entity's 
network management system to the next re-initialization.

ifDescr A textual string containing information about the interface. This 
string should include the name of the manufacturer, the product 
name and the version of the hardware interface.

ifType The type of interface, distinguished according to the phys-
ical/link protocol(s) immediately `below' the network layer in 
the protocol stack.

ifMtu The size of the largest datagram which can be sent/received on 
the interface, specified in octets. For interfaces that are used for 
transmitting network datagrams, this is the size of the largest 
network datagram that can be sent on the interface.

ifSpeed An estimate of the interface's current bandwidth in bits per 
second. For interfaces which do not vary in bandwidth or for 
those where no accurate estimation can be made, this object 
should contain the nominal bandwidth

ifPhysAddress The interface's address at the protocol layer immediately ̀ below' 
the network layer in the protocol stack. For interfaces which do 
not have such an address (e.g., a serial line), this object should 
contain an octet string of zero length.

ifAdminStatus The desired state of the interface. The testing(3) state indicates 
that no operational packets can be passed.

ifOperStatus The current operational state of the interface. The testing(3) 
state indicates that no operational packets can be passed.

ifLastChange The value of sysUpTime at the time the interface entered its 
current operational state. If the current state was entered prior to 
the last re-initialization of the local network management 
subsystem, then this object contains a zero value.

ifInOctets The total number of octets received on the interface, including 
framing characters.

ifInUcastPkts The number of subnetwork-unicast packets delivered to a 
higher-layer protocol.

ifInNUcastPkts The number of non-unicast (i.e., subnetwork-broadcast or 
subnetwork-multicast) packets delivered to a higher-layer 
protocol.
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Cache Engines
This section presents two separate sub-trees:

• Memory statistics

• System statistics

ifInDiscards The number of inbound packets which were chosen to be 
discarded even though no errors had been detected to prevent 
their being deliverable to a higher-layer protocol. One possible 
reason for discarding such a packet could be to free up buffer 
space.

ifInErrors The number of inbound packets that contained errors preventing 
them from being deliverable to a higher-layer protocol.

ifInUnknownProtos The number of packets received via the interface which were 
discarded because of an unknown or unsupported protocol.

ifOutOctets The total number of octets transmitted out of the interface, 
including framing characters.

ifOutUcastPkts The total number of packets that higher-level protocols 
requested be transmitted to a subnetwork-unicast address, 
including those that were discarded or not sent.

ifOutNUcastPkts The total number of packets that higher-level protocols 
requested be transmitted to a non-unicast (i.e., a subnet-
work-broadcast or subnetwork-multicast) address, including 
those that were discarded or not sent.

ifOutDiscards The number of outbound packets which were chosen to be 
discarded even though no errors had been detected to prevent 
their being transmitted. One possible reason for discarding such 
a packet could be to free up buffer space.

ifOutErrors The number of outbound packets that could not be transmitted 
because of errors.

ifOutQLen The length of the output packet queue (in packets).

ifSpecific A reference to MIB definitions specific to the particular media 
being used to realize the interface.  For example, if the interface 
is realized by an Ethernet, then the value of this object refers to a 
document defining objects specific to Ethernet.  If this informa-
tion is not present, its value should be set to the OBJECT IDEN-
TIFIER  0 0 , which is a syntactically valid object identifier, and 
any conformant implementation of ASN.1 and BER must be 
able to generate and recognize this value.

Element Description
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The information is shown for each Cache Engine separately. The following figure presents the tree-view 
hierarchy or the Cache Engine information:

Figure 12-3 cacheEngines Information Tree-View

 

Cache Engine 1
The following example shows the information available in Cache Engine 1:

hardware > cacheEngines > cacheEngine1 > memoryStatsCe1

memoryCe1 

The following table returns the information about Cache Engine memory. All elements are Read-only.

Element Description

memIndexCe1 This is a bogus index. This usually returns 
the integer 0. 

memErrorNameCe1 This element returns a bogus name. This 
usually returns the string 'swap'.

memTotalSwapCe1 The total amount of swap space configured 
for this host.

memAvailSwapCe1 The amount of swap space currently 
unused or available.

memTotalRealCe1 The total amount of real (physical) 
memory installed on this host.
12-6
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memAvailRealCe1 The amount of real (physical) memory 
currently unused or available.

memTotalSwapTXTCe1 The total amount of swap space or virtual 
memory allocated for text pages on this 
host. This object is not implemented on 
hosts where the underlying operating 
system does not distinguish text pages 
from other uses of swap space or virtual 
memory.

memAvailSwapTXTCe1 The amount of swap space or virtual 
memory currently being used by text pages 
on this host. This object will not be imple-
mented on hosts where the underlying 
operating system does not distinguish text

pages from other uses of swap space or 
virtual memory. 

Despite the name, this value reports the 
amount used, rather than the amount free 
or available for use. For clarity, this object 
is being deprecated in favor of 'memUsed-
SwapTXT(16).

memTotalRealTXTCe1 The total amount of real/physical memory 
allocated for text pages on this host.

This object will not be implemented on 
hosts where the underlying operating 
system does not distinguish text pages 
from other uses of physical memory.

memAvailRealTXTCe1 The amount of real/physical memory 
currently being used by text pages on this 
host. This object will not be implemented 
on hosts where the underlying operating 
system does not distinguish text pages 
from other uses of physical memory.

Despite the name, this value reports the 
amount used, rather than the amount free 
or available for use. For clarity, this object 
is being deprecated in favor of 'memUsed-
RealTXT(17).

memTotalFreeCe1 The total amount of memory free or avail-
able for use on this host. This value typi-
cally covers both real memory and swap 
space or virtual memory.

Element Description
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memMinimumSwapCe1  The minimum amount of swap space 
expected to be kept free or available during 
normal operation of this host. If this value 
(as reported by 'memAvailSwap(4)') falls 
below the specified level, then 
'memSwapError(100)' is set to 1 and an 
error message made available via 
'memSwapErrorMsg(101)'.

memSharedCe1 The total amount of real or virtual memory 
currently allocated for use as shared 
memory. This object will not be imple-
mented on hosts where the underlying 
operating system does not explicitly iden-
tify memory as specifically reserved for 
this purpose.

memBufferCe1 The total amount of real or virtual memory 
currently allocated for use as memory 
buffers. This object will not be imple-
mented on hosts where the underlying 
operating system does not explicitly iden-
tify memory as specifically reserved for 
this purpose.

memCachedCe1 The total amount of real or virtual memory 
currently allocated for use as cached 
memory. This object will not be imple-
mented on hosts where the underlying 
operating system does not explicitly iden-
tify memory as specifically reserved for 
this purpose.

memUsedSwapTXTCe1 The amount of swap space or virtual 
memory currently being used by text pages 
on this host. This object will not be imple-
mented on hosts where the underlying 
operating system does not distinguish text 
pages from other uses of swap space or 
virtual memory.

Element Description
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systemStatsCe1

The following table returns the information about Cache Engine memory. All elements are Read-only.

memUsedRealTXTCe1 The amount of real/physical memory 
currently being used by text pages on this 
host. This object will not be implemented 
on hosts where the underlying operating 
system does not distinguish text pages 
from other uses of physical memory.

memSwapErrorCe1 Indicates whether the amount of available 
swap space (as reported by 'memA-
vailSwap(4)'), is less than the desired 
minimum (specified by 'memMini-
mumSwap(12)').

memSwapErrorMsgCe1 Describes whether the amount of available 
swap space (as reported by 'memA-
vailSwap(4)'), is less than the desired 
minimum (specified by 'memMini-
mumSwap(12)').

Element Description

Element Description

ssIndexCe1 This is a bogus index. This usually returns 
the integer 1. 

ssErrorNameCe1 This is a bogus name. This should always 
return the string 'systemStats'.

ssSwapInCe1 The average amount of memory swapped 
in from disk, calculated over the last 
minute.

ssSwapOutCe1  The average amount of memory swapped 
out to disk, calculated over the last minute.

ssIOSentCe1 The average amount of data written to disk 
or other block device, calculated over the 
last minute. This object has been depre-
cated in favor of 'ssIORawSent(57)', which 
can be used to calculate the same metric, 
but over any desired time period.
Depreciated.
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ssIOReceiveCe1 The average amount of data read from disk 
or other block device, calculated over the 
last minute. This object has been depre-
cated in favor of 'ssIORawReceived(58)', 
which can be used to calculate the same 
metric, but over any desired time period. 
Depreciated.

ssSysInterruptsCe1 The average rate of interrupts processed 
(including the clock) calculated over the 
last minute. This object has been depre-
cated in favor of 'ssRawInterrupts(59)', 
which can be used to calculate the same 
metric, but over any desired time period. 
Depreciated.

ssSysContextCe1 The average rate of context switches,

calculated over the last minute.

This object has been deprecated in favor of

'ssRawContext(60)', which can be used to 
calculate the same metric, but over any 
desired time period. Depreciated.

ssCpuUserCe1 The percentage of CPU time spent 
processing user-level code, calculated over 
the last minute. This object has been depre-
cated in favor of 'ssCpuRawUser(50)', 
which can be used to calculate the same 
metric, but over any desired time period. 
Depreciated.

ssCpuSystemCe1 The percentage of CPU time spent 
processing system-level code, calculated 
over the last minute. This object has been 
deprecated in favor of 'ssCpu-
RawSystem(52)', which can be used to 
calculate the same metric, but over any 
desired time period. Depreciated.

ssCpuIdleCe1 The percentage of processor time spent 
idle, calculated over the last minute. This 
object has been deprecated in favor of

'ssCpuRawIdle(53)', which can be used to 
calculate the same metric, but over any 
desired time period. Depreciated.

Element Description
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ssCpuRawUserCe1 The number of 'ticks' (typically 1/100s) 
spent processing user-level code. On a 
multi-processor system, the 'ssCpuRaw*' 
counters are cumulative over all CPUs, so 
their sum is typically N*100 (for N proces-
sors).

ssCpuRawNiceCe1 The number of 'ticks' (typically 1/100s) 
spent processing reduced-priority code. 
This object will not be implemented on 
hosts where the underlying operating 
system does not measure this particular 
CPU metric. On a multi-processor system, 
the 'ssCpuRaw*' counters are cumulative 
over all CPUs, so their sum is typically 
N*100 (for N processors).

ssCpuRawSystemCe1 The number of 'ticks' (typically 1/100s) 
spent processing system-level code. On a 
multi-processor system, the 'ssCpuRaw*' 
counters are cumulative over all CPUs, so 
their sum is typically N*100 (for N proces-
sors). This object may sometimes be 
implemented as the combination of the 
'ssCpuRawWait(54)' and 'ssCpuRawK-
ernel(55)' counters, so care must be taken 
when summing the overall raw counters.

ssCpuRawIdleCe1 The number of 'ticks' (typically 1/100s) 
spent idle. On a multi-processor system, 
the 'ssCpuRaw*' counters are cumulative 
over all CPUs, so their sum is typically be 
N*100 (for N processors).

ssCpuRawWaitCe1 The number of 'ticks' (typically 1/100s) 
spent waiting for IO. This object will not 
be implemented on hosts where the under-
lying operating system does not measure 
this particular CPU metric.  This time may 
also be included within the 'ssCpuRawSys 
tem(52)' counter. On a multi-processor 
system, the 'ssCpuRaw*' counters are 
cumulative over all CPUs, so their sum is 
typically N*100 (for N processors).

Element Description
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ssd Volumes

Note ssdVolumes is not supported in VDS.

ssCpuRawKernelCe1 The number of 'ticks' (typically 1/100s) 
spent processing kernel-level code. This 
object will not be implemented on hosts 
where the underlying operating system 
does not measure this particular CPU 
metric. This time may also be included 
within the 'ssCpuRawSystem(52)' counter. 
On a multi-processor system, the 
'ssCpuRaw*' counters are cumulative over 
all CPUs, so their sum is typically N*100 
(for N processors).

ssCpuRawInterruptCe1 The number of 'ticks' (typically 1/100s) 
spent processing hardware interrupts. This 
object will not be implemented on hosts 
where the underlying operating system 
does not measure this particular CPU 
metric.On a multi-processor system, the 
'ssCpuRaw*' counters are cumulative over 
all CPUs, so their sum is typically N*100 
(for N processors).

ssIORawSentCe1 Number of blocks sent to a block device

ssIORawReceivedCe1 Number of blocks received from a block 
device

ssRawInterruptsCe1 Number of interrupts processed

ssRawContextsCe1 Number of context switches

ssCpuRawSoftIRQCe1 The number of 'ticks' (typically 1/100s) 
spent processing software interrupts. This 
object will not be implemented on hosts 
where the underlying operating system 
does not measure this particular CPU 
metric. On a multi-processor system, the 
'ssCpuRaw*' counters are cumulative over 
all CPUs, so their sum is typically be 
N*100 (for N processors).

ssRawSwapInCe1 Number of blocks swapped in

ssRawSwapOutCe1 Number of blocks swapped out

Element Description
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ssdVolumesTable

ssdBladeIndex An SSD blade index.

ssdVolumesIndex The SSD volume index.

ssdVolumesTotal The total SSD volume size.

ssdVolumesAvailable The available SSD volume space.

ssdVolumesUsed The used SSD volume space.

ssdVolumesTotalWrites The total number of SSD writes.
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The service table outlines the information associated with the traffic in each service. A partial view of 
this table is shown below:

Figure 13-1 Sample View of the Volumes Table

The following table outlines all table entries. This table is a collection of service statuses indexed by 
service number:

Element Description

ServiceNumber The service number.

serviceName The service name.

serviceInBytesI2W The incoming world-bound service.

serviceOutBytesI2W The outgoing world-bound service.

serviceInBytesW2I The incoming subscribers-bound service.

serviceOutBytesW2I The outgoing subscribers -bound service.

serviceConcurrentConnections The total number of concurrent connections for 
the service.
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Incoming Traffic Bytes Entry
The incomingTrafficBytesTable contains current incoming protocol/direction traffic speed (bps) per 
cache engine.

ceStatistics > incomingTrafficBytesTable > incomingTrafficBytesEntry

Element Description

incomingTrafficBytesBlade The service number.

incomingTrafficBytesEdonkeyW2I The service name.

incomingTrafficBytesEdonkeyI2W The incoming world-bound service.

incomingTrafficBytesEdonkeyUnknown The outgoing world-bound service.

incomingTrafficBytesBittorrentW2I The incoming subscribers-bound service.

incomingTrafficBytesBittorrentI2W The outgoing subscribers -bound service.

incomingTrafficBytesBittorrentUnknown The total number of concurrent connections for 
the service.

incomingTrafficBytesKazaaW2I The total number of concurrent connections for 
Kaaza. This originates from the world and 
destined for local systems. Obsolete

incomingTrafficBytesKazaaI2W The total number of concurrent connections for 
Kaaza. This originates from the local system and 
destined for the world. Obsolete

incomingTrafficBytesKazaaUnknown The total number of concurrent connections for 
Kaaza.Obsolete

incomingTrafficBytesGnutellaW2I The total number of concurrent connections for 
Kaaza.Obsolete
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incomingTrafficBytesGnutellaI2W The total number of concurrent connections for 
Kaaza.Obsolete

incomingTrafficBytesGnutellaUnknown The total number of concurrent connections for 
Kaaza.Obsolete

incomingTrafficBytesAresW2I The total number of concurrent connections for 
Kaaza.

incomingTrafficBytesAresI2W The total number of concurrent connections for 
Kaaza.

incomingTrafficBytesAresUnknown The total number of concurrent connections for 
Kaaza.

incomingTrafficBytesThunderW2I The total number of concurrent connections for 
Thunder. This originates from the world and 
destined for local systems. Obsolete

incomingTrafficBytesThunderI2W The total number of concurrent connections for 
Thunder. This originates from the local system 
and destined for the world. Obsolete

incomingTrafficBytesThunderUnknown The total number of concurrent connections for 
ThunderUnknown. Obsolete

incomingTrafficBytesThunderUdpW2I The total number of concurrent connections for 
ThunderUdp. This originates from the world and 
destined for local systems. Obsolete

incomingTrafficBytesThunderUdpI2W The total number of concurrent connections for 
ThunderUdp. This originates from the local 
systems and is destined for the world. Obsolete

incomingTrafficBytesThunderUdpUn-
known

The total number of concurrent connections for 
ThunderUdpUnknown. Obsolete

incomingTrafficBytesHttpW2I The total number of concurrent connections for 
Https. This originates from the world and destined 
for local systems.

incomingTrafficBytesHttpI2W The total number of concurrent connections for 
Https. This originates from the local systems and 
is destined for the world.

incomingTrafficBytesHttpUnknown The total number of concurrent connections for 
HttpsUnknown. 

incomingTrafficBytesNonP2PW2I The total number of concurrent connections for 
NonP2PW2I. 

incomingTrafficBytesNonP2PI2W The total number of concurrent connections for 
NonP2PI2W. 

Element Description
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incomingTrafficBytesNonP2PUnknown The total number of concurrent connections for 
NonP2PUnknown. Obsolete

incomingTrafficBytesOtherW2I The total number of concurrent connections for 
Other. This originates from the world and destined 
for local systems. Obsolete

incomingTrafficBytesOtherI2W The total number of concurrent connections for 
Other. This originates from the local systems and 
destined for the worlds. Obsolete

incomingTrafficBytesOtherUnknown The total number of concurrent connections for 
Other Unknown.

incomingTrafficBytesMoveW2I The total number of concurrent connections for 
Move. This originates from the world and 
destined for local systems. Obsolete

incomingTrafficBytesMoveI2W The total number of concurrent connections for 
Move. This originates from the local systems and 
destined for the worlds. Obsolete

incomingTrafficBytesMoveUnknown The total number of concurrent connections for 
Move Unknown. Obsolete

incomingTrafficBytesSilverlightW2I The total number of concurrent connections for 
Silverlight. This originates from the world and 
destined for the local systems.

incomingTrafficBytesSilverlightI2W The total number of concurrent connections for 
Silverlight. This originates from the local systems 
and destined for the worlds.

incomingTrafficBytesSilverlightUnknown The total number of concurrent connections for 
Silverlight Unknown.

incomingTrafficBytesNetflxW2I The total number of concurrent connections for 
Netflx. This originates from the world and 
destined for the local systems.

incomingTrafficBytesNetflxI2W The total number of concurrent connections for 
Netflx. This originates from the local systems and 
destined for the worlds.

incomingTrafficBytesNetflxUnknown The total number of concurrent connections for 
Netflx Unknown.

incomingTrafficBytesW2I The total number of concurrent connections. This 
originates from the world and is destined for the 
local systems.

Element Description
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Outgoing Traffic Bytes Table
The outgoingTrafficBytesTable contains current outgoing protocol/direction traffic speed (bps) per 
cache engine.

ceStatistics > outgoingTrafficBytesTable > outgoingTrafficBytesEntry

Outgoing Traffic Bytes Entry

incomingTrafficBytesI2W The total number of concurrent connections This 
originates from the local systems and destined for 
the worlds.

incomingTrafficBytesDirectionUnknown The total number of concurrent connections for 
Direction Unknown.

incomingTrafficBytesWebCacheW2I The total number of concurrent connections for 
WebCache. This originates from the world and is 
destined for the local systems.

incomingTrafficBytesWebCacheI2W The total number of concurrent connections for 
WebCache. This originates from the local systems 
and is destined for the world.

incomingTrafficBytesWebCacheUnknown The total number of concurrent connections for 
WebCache Unknown.

incomingTrafficBytesBittorrentUtpW2I The total number of concurrent connections for 
BitTorrentUtp. This originates from the world and 
is destined for the local systems.

incomingTrafficBytesBittorrentUtpI2W The total number of concurrent connections for 
BitTorrentUtp. This originates from the local 
systems and is destined for the world.

incomingTrafficBytesBittorrentUtpUn-
known

The total number of concurrent connections for 
BitTorrentUtp Unknown.

Element Description

Element Description

outgoingTrafficBytesBlade The total number of outgoing connections for the 
Blades.

outgoingTrafficBytesEdonkeyW2I The total number of outgoing connections for the 
Edonkey. This originates from the world and is 
destined for the local systems.
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outgoingTrafficBytesEdonkeyI2W The total number of outgoing connections for the 
Edonkey. This originates from the local systems 
and is destined for the world.

outgoingTrafficBytesEdonkeyUnknown The total number of outgoing connections for the 
Edonkey Unknown.

outgoingTrafficBytesBittorrentW2I The total number of outgoing connections for the 
BitTorrent. This originates from the world and is 
destined for the local systems.

outgoingTrafficBytesBittorrentI2W The total number of outgoing connections for the 
BitTorrent. This originates from the local systems 
and is destined for the world.

outgoingTrafficBytesBittorrentUnknown The total number of outgoing connections for the 
BitTorrent Unknown.

outgoingTrafficBytesKazaaW2I The total number of outgoing connections for the 
BitTorrent. This originates from the world and is 
destined for the local systems. Obsolete

outgoingTrafficBytesKazaaI2W The total number of outgoing connections for the 
Kaaza. This originates from the local systems and 
is destined for the world. Obsolete

outgoingTrafficBytesKazaaUnknown The total number of outgoing connections for the 
Kaaza Unknown. Obsolete

outgoingTrafficBytesGnutellaW2I The total number of outgoing connections for the 
Gnutella. This originates from the world and is 
destined for the local systems. Obsolete

outgoingTrafficBytesGnutellaI2W The total number of outgoing connections for the 
Gnutella. This originates from the local systems 
and is destined for the world. Obsolete

outgoingTrafficBytesGnutellaUnknown The total number of outgoing connections for the 
Gnutella Unknown. Obsolete

outgoingTrafficBytesAresW2I The total number of outgoing connections for the 
Ares. This originates from the world and is 
destined for the local systems.

outgoingTrafficBytesAresI2W The total number of outgoing connections for the 
Ares. This originates from the local systems and is 
destined for the world. 

outgoingTrafficBytesAresUnknown The total number of outgoing connections for the 
Ares Unknown. Obsolete

Element Description
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outgoingTrafficBytesThunderW2I The total number of outgoing connections for the 
Thunder. This originates from the world and is 
destined for the local systems. Obsolete

outgoingTrafficBytesThunderI2W The total number of outgoing connections for the 
Thunder. This originates from the local systems 
and is destined for the world. Obsolete

outgoingTrafficBytesThunderUnknown The total number of outgoing connections for the 
Thunder Unknown. Obsolete

outgoingTrafficBytesThunderUdpW2I The total number of outgoing connections for the 
ThunderUdp. This originates from the world and 
is destined for the local systems. Obsolete

outgoingTrafficBytesThunderUdpI2W The total number of outgoing connections for the 
ThunderUdp. This originates from the local 
systems and is destined for the world. Obsolete

outgoingTrafficBytesThunderUdpUn-
known

The total number of outgoing connections for the 
ThunderUdp Unknown.Obsolete

outgoingTrafficBytesHttpW2I The total number of outgoing connections for the 
Http. This originates from the world and is 
destined for the local systems.

outgoingTrafficBytesHttpI2W The total number of outgoing connections for the 
Http. This originates from the local systems and is 
destined for the world. 

outgoingTrafficBytesHttpUnknown The total number of outgoing connections for the 
Http Unknown.

outgoingTrafficBytesNonP2PW2I The total number of outgoing connections for the 
Non-Peer to Peer. This originates from the world 
and is destined for the local systems.

outgoingTrafficBytesNonP2PI2W The total number of outgoing connections for the 
Non-Peer to Peer. This originates from the local 
systems and is destined for the world. 

outgoingTrafficBytesNonP2PUnknown The total number of outgoing connections for the 
Non-Peer to Peer Unknown.

outgoingTrafficBytesOtherW2I The total number of outgoing connections for the 
Other. This originates from the world and is 
destined for the local systems.

outgoingTrafficBytesOtherI2W The total number of outgoing connections for the 
Other. This originates from the local systems and 
is destined for the world. 

Element Description
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outgoingTrafficBytesOtherUnknown The total number of outgoing connections for the 
Other Unknown.

outgoingTrafficBytesMoveW2I The total number of outgoing connections for the 
Move. This originates from the world and is 
destined for the local systems.Obsolete

outgoingTrafficBytesMoveI2W The total number of outgoing connections for the 
Move. This originates from the local systems and 
is destined for the world. Obsolete

outgoingTrafficBytesMoveUnknown The total number of outgoing connections for the 
Move Unknown. Obsolete

outgoingTrafficBytesSilverlightW2I The total number of outgoing connections for the 
Silverlight. This originates from the world and is 
destined for the local systems.

outgoingTrafficBytesSilverlightI2W The total number of outgoing connections for the 
Silverlight. This originates from the local systems 
and is destined for the world. 

outgoingTrafficBytesSilverlightUnknown The total number of outgoing connections for the 
Silverlight Unknown.

outgoingTrafficBytesNetflxW2I The total number of outgoing connections for the 
Netflx. This originates from the world and is 
destined for the local systems.

outgoingTrafficBytesNetflxI2W The total number of outgoing connections for the 
Netflx.This originates from the local systems and 
is destined for the world. 

outgoingTrafficBytesNetflxUnknown The total number of outgoing connections for the 
Netflx Unknown.

outgoingTrafficBytesW2I The total number of outgoing connections. This 
originates from the world and is destined for the 
local systems.

outgoingTrafficBytesI2W The total number of outgoing connections.This 
originates from the local systems and is destined 
for the world. 

outgoingTrafficBytesDirectionUnknown The total number of outgoing connections for the 
Direction Unknown.

outgoingTrafficBytesWebCacheW2I The total number of outgoing connections for the 
WebCache. This originates from the world and is 
destined for the local systems.

Element Description
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Concurrent TCP Connections Table
The concurrentTcpConnectionsTable contains the current number of protocol/direction connections per 
cache engine.

ceStatistics > concurrenTcpConnectionsTable > concurrenTcpConnectionsEntry

Concurrent TCP Connections Entry

outgoingTrafficBytesWebCacheI2W The total number of outgoing connections for the 
WebCache. This originates from the local systems 
and is destined for the world. 

outgoingTrafficBytesWebCacheUnknown The total number of outgoing connections for the 
WebCache Unknown.

outgoingTrafficBytesBittorrentUtpW2I The total number of outgoing connections for the 
BitTorrentUdp. This originates from the world 
and is destined for the local systems.

outgoingTrafficBytesBittorrentUtpI2W The total number of outgoing connections for the 
BitTorrentUdp.This originates from the local 
systems and is destined for the world. 

outgoingTrafficBytesBittorrentUtpUn-
known

The total number of outgoing connections for the 
BitTorrentUdp.

Element Description

Element Description

concurrentTcpConnectionsCe The total number of connections for the Cache 
Engine.

concurrentTcpConnectionsCeEdonkeyW2I The total number of connections for the Edonkey 
Cache Engines. This originates from the world 
and is destined for the local systems.

concurrentTcpConnectionsCeEdonkeyI2W The total number of connections for the Edonkey 
Cache Engines. This originates from the local 
systems and is destined for the world. 

concurrentTcpConnectionsCeEdonkeyUn-
known

The total number of connections for the Edonkey 
Unknown Cache Engines. 

concurrentTcpConnectionsCeBittor-
rentW2I

The total number of connections for the BitTor-
rent Cache Engines. This originates from the 
world and is destined for the local systems.
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concurrentTcpConnectionsCeBittorren-
tI2W

The total number of connections for the BitTor-
rent Cache Engines. This originates from the local 
systems and is destined for the world. 

concurrentTcpConnectionsCeBittorren-
tUnknown

The total number of connections for the BitTor-
rent Unknown Cache Engines. 

concurrentTcpConnectionsCeKazaaW2I The total number of connections for the Kaaza 
Cache Engines. This originates from the world 
and is destined for the local systems. Obsolete

concurrentTcpConnectionsCeKazaaI2W The total number of connections for the Kaaza 
Cache Engines.This originates from the local 
systems and is destined for the world. Obsolete

concurrentTcpConnectionsCeKazaaUn-
known

The total number of connections for the Kaaza 
Unknown Cache Engines.Obsolete

concurrentTcpConnectionsCeGnutellaW2I The total number of connections for the Gnutella 
Cache Engines. This originates from the world 
and is destined for the local systems. Obsolete

concurrentTcpConnectionsCeGnutellaI2W The total number of connections for the Gnutella 
Cache Engines. This originates from the local 
systems and is destined for the world. Obsolete

concurrentTcpConnectionsCeGnutellaUn-
known

The total number of connections for the Gnutella 
Unknown Cache Engines. Obsolete

concurrentTcpConnectionsCeAresW2I The total number of connections for the Ares 
Cache Engines. This originates from the world 
and is destined for the local systems.

concurrentTcpConnectionsCeAresI2W The total number of connections for the Ares 
Cache Engines. This originates from the local 
systems and is destined for the world. 

concurrentTcpConnectionsCeAresUnk-
nown

The total number of connections for the Ares 
Unknown Cache Engines.

concurrentTcpConnectionsCeThunderW2I The total number of connections for the Thunder 
Cache Engines. This originates from the world 
and is destined for the local systems. Obsolete

concurrentTcpConnectionsCeThunderI2W The total number of connections for the Thunder 
Cache Engines. This originates from the local 
systems and is destined for the world. Obsolete

concurrentTcpConnectionsCeThunderUn-
known

The total number of connections for the Thunder 
Unknown Cache Engines. Obsolete

Element Description
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concurrentUdpConnectionsCeThunderUd-
pW2I

The total number of connections for the Thun-
derUdp Cache Engines. This originates from the 
world and is destined for the local systems. Obso-
lete

concurrentUdpConnectionsCeThunderUd-
pI2W

The total number of connections for the Thun-
derUdp Cache Engines. This originates from the 
local systems and is destined for the world. Obso-
lete

concurrentUdpConnectionsCeThunderUd-
pUnknown

The total number of connections for the Thun-
derUdp Cache Engines. Obsolete

concurrentTcpConnectionsCeHttpW2I The total number of connections for the Thun-
derUdp Cache Engines. This originates from the 
world and is destined for the local systems.

concurrentTcpConnectionsCeHttpI2W The total number of connections for the Http 
Cache Engines. This originates from the local 
systems and is destined for the world. 

concurrentTcpConnectionsCeHttpUn-
known

The total number of connections for the Http 
Unknown Cache Engines.

concurrentTcpConnectionsCeNonP2PW2I The total number of connections for the Non 
Peer-to-Peer Cache Engines. This originates from 
the world and is destined for the local systems.

concurrentTcpConnectionsCeNonP2PI2W The total number of connections for the Non 
Peer-to-Peer Cache Engines. This originates from 
the local systems and is destined for the world. 

concurrentTcpConnectionsCeNonP2PUn-
known

The total number of connections for the Non 
Peer-to-Peer Cache Engines Unknown.

concurrentTcpConnectionsCeOtherW2I The total number of connections for the Other 
Cache Engines. This originates from the world 
and is destined for the local systems.

concurrentTcpConnectionsCeOtherI2W The total number of connections for the Other 
Cache Engines. This originates from the local 
systems and is destined for the world. 

concurrentTcpConnectionsCeOtherUn-
known

The total number of connections for the Other 
Unknown Cache Engines.

concurrentTcpConnectionsCeMoveW2I The total number of connections for the Move 
Cache Engines.This originates from the world and 
is destined for the local systems. Obsolete

concurrentTcpConnectionsCeMoveI2W The total number of connections for the Move 
Cache Engines. This originates from the local 
systems and is destined for the world. Obsolete

Element Description
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concurrentTcpConnectionsCeMoveUn-
known

The total number of connections for the Move 
Unknown Cache Engines. Obsolete

concurrentTcpConnectionsCeSilver-
lightW2I

The total number of connections for the Silver-
light Cache Engines.This originates from the 
world and is destined for the local systems.

concurrentTcpConnectionsCeSilverligh-
tI2W

The total number of connections for the Silver-
light Cache Engines. This originates from the 
local systems and is destined for the world. 

concurrentTcpConnectionsCeSilverligh-
tUnknown

The total number of connections for the Silver-
light Unknown Cache Engines.

concurrentTcpConnectionsCeNetflxW2I The total number of connections for the Netflx 
Cache Engines. This originates from the world 
and is destined for the local systems.

concurrentTcpConnectionsCeNetflxI2W The total number of connections for the Netflx 
Cache Engines. This originates from the local 
systems and is destined for the world. 

concurrentTcpConnectionsCeNetflxUn-
known

The total number of connections for the Netflx 
Unknown Cache Engines. 

concurrentTcpConnectionsCeWeb-
CacheW2I

The total number of connections for the 
WebCache Cache Engines. This originates from 
the world and is destined for the local systems.

concurrentTcpConnectionsCeWeb-
CacheI2W

The total number of connections for the 
WebCache Cache Engines. This originates from 
the local systems and is destined for the world. 

concurrentTcpConnectionsCeWeb-
CacheUnknown

The total number of connections for the 
WebCache Unknown Cache Engines. 

concurrentUdpConnectionsCeBittorren-
tUtpW2I

The total number of connections for the BitTor-
rentUtp Cache Engines. This originates from the 
world and is destined for the local systems.

concurrentUdpConnectionsCeBittorren-
tUtpI2W

The total number of connections for the BitTor-
rentUtp Cache Engines. This originates from the 
local systems and is destined for the world. 

concurrentUdpConnectionsCeBittorren-
tUtpUnknown

The total number of connections for the BitTor-
rentUtp Unknown Cache Engines. 

Element Description
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Transparent Cache Statistics

Revised: October 2014

The following tables outline all table entries. This tables are a collection of service statuses indexed by 
service number:

Transparent Cache Network

Transparent Cache Net App Table

tcNetAppEntry

Element Description

tcNetAppRxBytes Displays the application read bytes.

tcNetAppTxBytes Displays the application transfer bytes.

tcNetAppRxPkts Displays the application read packets.

tcNetAppTxPkts Displays the application transfer packets.

tcNetAppIndex Displays the application indexes.
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Transparent Cache Net Direction Table

tcNetDirectionEntry

Transparent Cache Net Protocol Table

tcNetProtoEntry

Transparent Cache Net Protocol Direction Table

tcNetProtoDirectionEntry

Element Description

tcNetDirectionRxBytes Displays a networks single direction of read bytes.

tcNetDirectionTxBytes Displays the single direction of transfer bytes.

tcNetDirectionRxPkts Displays the single direction of read packets.

tcNetDirectionTxPkts Displays the single direction of transfer packets.

tcNetDirectionIndex Displays the single direction of indexing.

Element Description

tcNetProtoRxBytes Displays protocol read bytes.

tcNetProtoTxBytes Displays protocol transfer bytes.

tcNetProtoRxPkts Displays protocol read packets.

tcNetProtoTxPkts Displays protocol transfer packets.

tcNetProtoIndex Displays protocol indexing.

Element Description

tcNetProtoDirectionRxBytes Displays a single direction of read bytes.

tcNetProtoDirectionTxBytes Displays a single direction of transfer bytes.

tcNetProtoDirectionRxPkts Displays a single direction of read packets.

tcNetProtoDirectionTxPkts Displays a single direction of transfer indexing.
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Transparent Cache Engine Service

Transparent Cache Engine Service Traffic Table

tcCeServiceTrafficEntry

Element Description

tcCeServiceRxBytes Displays the application read bytes.

tcCeServiceTxBytes Displays the application transfer bytes.
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